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Graduate stresses importance of 
health awareness for disadvantaged 
By Ismene Zarifis 
Lillian Cartagena Mercado, of Mount 
Sinai Medical Center in New York City, 
came to speak to Ithaca College students 
Thursday, March 18 about the importance of 
health advocacy and her role in the field. 
ments in patient advocacy and her commH-
ment to cultural diversity. 
Cartagena Mercado said she feels very 
strongly about health advocacy for patients 
who don't have the power to voice their 
complaints to hospital administrations. 
She explained the role of a patient repre-
sentative as one who ensures proper treat-
ment of the patients by the institution. 
The law slates that a patient can choose a 
representative agent to make medical deci-
sions for that patient if he or she becomes 
incapacitated, she said. 
Cartagena Mercado received her masters 
at Sarah Lawrence College but said she be-
came interested in health advocacy during 
her years at IC. 
24 pages Free 
Cartagena Mercado '79, an Ithaca Col-
lege alumna gave her keynote address in the 
Emerson Suites at 7:30 p.m. She is the third 
person to visit IC since the multicultural 
fellowship program began. 
Provost Tom Longin said when introduc-
ing her at the presentation, that she was 
chosen to speak and visit health related classes 
during the week because of her accomplish-
"My heart goes out to patients because 
they're vulnerable. They're not always in 
complete control." 
She talked about the controversial topic of 
life extending treatment and the recently 
passed New York State Proxy Law. 
She worked as a patient representative at 
the Mount Sinai Medical Center in N.Y. for 
11 years and is currently on leave. 
The advice Cartagena Mercado gave to 
students was lo "Believe in yourselves and 
pursue your dreams." 
The Ithacan/Gregory DiBernardo 
LIiiian Cartagena Mercado '79 spoke to 
students In a class Thursday. Later that 
evening Mercado spoke In the Emerson 
Suites, and will remain on campus 
Friday. 
Standing room only 
The Ithacan/Gregory DiBernardo 
Students, faculty and staff wait In the Textor hallway after Campus safety evacuated Job and 
Friends halls Thursday morning, March 18 due to a bomb threat. A second bomb threat 
evacuated NCR later Thursday morning. See related story on next page. 
Dance postponed 
Campus semi-formal rescheduled for April 2 
By Kevin Sturmer 
Students hoping to dance the 
night away at the all-college Semi-
Formal on Saturday, March 20 will 
have to wait 
The W. Grant· Egbert Social 
Club, the student group responsible 
for organizing the dance, met 
Wednesday, March 17 and decided 
to postpone the dance until Friday, 
April 2. 
Katie Burns, chairperson of the 
W. Grant Egbert Social Club said 
that the decision to delay the event 
was not a "light hearted" one. 
"People right now are so caught 
up with getting back into classes, 
that we felt it was going to be a 
much better event for everybody if 
we delay it," she said. 
Burns said the troublesome 
weather caused a lot of problems 
for students in terms of "getting 
back into the swing of things," since 
some students arrived back to school 
from Spring Break as late as Thurs-
day, March 18. 
Burns said the committee will 
attempt to contact as many 
ticketholders as possible to notify 
them of the date change. In addition 
to calling the ticketholders, the com-
mittee is also offering refunds to 
those people who want them. 
"Ordinarily we don't refund tick-
ets," Burns said, "but obviously if 
we are going to have a date changed, 
you're going to have to leave that 
option open to people." 
The committee feels that this 
postponement will benefit every-
one in the long run. 
"We realize that people arc not 
going to be happy that we moved 
the event, but we feel it's in the best 
interest of the campus and the 
event," Bums said. 
Ticketholdcrs can be refunded 
"We realize that people 
are not going to be 
happy that we moved 
the event, but we feel it's 
in the best interest of 
the campus and the 
event." 
-Katie Burns '94, 
chairperson, W. Grant 
Egbert Social Club 
in the Campus Center Monday, 
March 21 through Apnl 2, between 
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Ticket'> will also 
be on sale at the same time. 
TicketsareS IOtoany IC student 
or S8 for students with a Senior or 
RHA card. They will be on sale for 
the next two weeks. Ticket'> already 
purchased will be honored at the 
door on April 2. 
Blizzard blues 
Physical Plant provided 
continuous snow removal 
By Avi Schaeffer 
For some people, the Blizzard of 
'93 was about much more than sim-
ply sitting in their houses and watch-
ing the snow fall. 
Some 45 maintenance employ-
ees worked around the clock from 
early in the morning on Saturday, 
March 13 until late in the evening 
on Tuesday, March 16 to clear the 
snow from every Ithaca College 
road and parking Im, according to 
Tom Brown, director of Physical 
Plant. These people worked 12 to 
18 hour shifts, taking two to three 
hour periods to rest, he said. Nor-
mally, employees work for eight 
hour periods. 
"Listen, it is really hard work, 
shoveling snow at all hours of the 
day, in this cold weather, with only 
a small break," one of the employ-
ees said. 
"Don't get me wrong," he said, 
"I don 'tmind the work or I wouldn't 
be here." 
11te College provided a sleeping 
area and food for the workers, 
Brown said. "We were very con-
cerned about people becoming 
overtired." 
Snow coverage 
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Registrar, Bursar, SGA 
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Deeper and deeper -
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Back page - Images of 
the stonn ................. p. 24 
In all, over 80 people were in-
volved in the snow removal pro-
cess, including several non-C ollcge 
employees who were brought m by 
several contractors the College 
hired, Brown said. 
"Our equipment wa'> not large 
enough to handle the volume of 
snow," Brown said. He estimat.cd 
that over 50,000 cubic yards of 
snow were removed from road~ and 
parking lotsafterthc stonn. In com-
See "Snow removal,'' next page 
Stories from the storm 
By Jessica Wing, Victoria 
Spagnoli and Tavon Walker 
HORROR IN DAYTONA 
A wonderful trip to Daytona, 
Fla. turned into one of horror for 
three Ithaca College student<;. 
Jennifer Bean '95, Amy 
Williamson '95 and Gayel Cote '9--l 
were having the time of thcrr lives 
until the "Stonn of the Century" hit 
Florida. 
During the stonn, the thrl'.C stu-
denL<; were robbed of $41 in their 
hotel room by three men. 
According to Bean.a knock came 
at their door at 8 p.m. As Cote went 
to answer it, the three men, rang mg 
from 5' 1 O" to6 '2", forcibly entered 
the room. 
Bean said the robber~ told them 
to "lay on the floor." She said the 
men implied that they liad a gun 
when they said, "If you move, we 'II 
shoot." 
Bean said she was thrown on the 
bed face down, while Cote wa~ 
forced to lie face dov. n on thr 
kitchen floor. \V1ll1amson v.as the 
only one who remained swndrng, 
but she wa~ fon:1bly pushed mtothe 
bathroom, all the while scream mg 
at the men, Bean said. 
"It w:L~ preuy ugly,'· Bean ,aid. 
She added, though, that the nwn 
d1dn 't h;mn her or her tw() friends. 
"It was had at the t1ml'," 
Williarn,on said. '"'.'low I'm Jl!St 
glad tl1at no one v. as hurt. It C(1uld 
have been a lot worse.·· 
Bean and Williamson hoth said 
the rohbas probably thought there 
See "Snow stories," page 4 
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Snow removal---------
continued from front page 
parison, a large truck can hold be-
tween 10 and 15 cubic yards of 
material, he said. 
"The decision not to 
have school on [March 
16 J saved the College a 
lot of money and en-
abled us to finish the 
job inf our days." 
Three buildings evacllated 
after Thursday bomb threats 
The entire snow removal project 
will cost between $50,000 and 
$100,000,Brownsaid. "Weentered 
this stonn at the break-even point 
for snow removal in our budget 
This [stonn]justcaught us off guard 
at the tail end of the season." 
If administrators had not decided 
to close the College on March 16, 
the cost would have been roughly 
50 percent higher, he said. "It's 
much easier to plow parking lots 
without cars in them," Brown said. 
Had the lots been full with stu-
dents' cars, the cleanup process 
would have lasted an additional 
week, he said. 
"The decision not to have school 
on [March 16) saved the College a 
lot of money and enabled us to 
finish the job in four days, rather 
than stretch it out over the next 
week," Brown said. 
Brown judged the cleanup pro-
cess to currenly be about 90 percent 
complete, although some additional 
work is needed to combat icy spots 
on roadways and pedestrian paths. 
Minor cleanup is continuing at this 
time, he said. 
"If we ever get this snow out of 
here it will be a miracle," said a 
worker whose job it was to shovel 
snow.said. "Itisreallyback-break-
ing work." 
-Tom Brown, 
director of Physical Plant 
contractor will bill NCR for the 
removal. All parking lots at NCR 
are now clear. 
The Office of Physical Plant 
started planning for the storm on 
the morning of Thursday, March 
11, when they received the weather 
forecast. Brown made sure that 
Ithaca College would be fully sup-
plied with extra sandandsaltforthe 
storm, and made plans for addi-
tional staffing. 
Theentireprocessransmoothly, 
Brown said. All of the equipment 
functioned well. One small part did 
break on a snowblower, but it was 
easily repaired, he said. 
"This storm, we ran out of places 
to put the snow," Brown said. To 
alleviate this problem, several "stag-
ing areas" were created to hold all 
of the excess snow. These areas 
include the southwest comer of L-
Lot, the S-Lotextension beside New 
Hall, and an area between the park-
ing lots near Boothroyd Hall, Brown 
said. 
By Jessica Wing 
Bomb threats caused the evacu-
ation of Job Hall, Friends Hall and 
the NCR building Thursday morn-
ing. 
According to Bob Holt, director 
of campus safety, an employee in 
the office of the Registrar received 
a phone call at 9:30 a.m. from a 
male who said, "Job Hall is going to 
blow up." 
Holt said the caller then hung up 
the phone and the employee imme-
diately informed Campus Safety of 
the threat 
Campus Safety responded to the 
call with a patrol division and life 
safety squad to inspect the build-
ing, Holt said. 
"There was a controlled evacua-
tion of Job and Friends into the 
[Textor] hallway," Holt said. He 
said that campus safety searched 
every room and closet, but did not 
find anything suspicious. 
The building reopened at 10:05 
a.m. and classes resumed. 
During the inspection, President 
James J. Whalen addressed the 
evacuated students. Stacey Cohen 
'95 said President Whalen told 
them, "there's been a little threat." 
"Over the years and from time to 
time this happens to college cam-
puses. It's not just Ithaca College," 
• In "Community service brings 
cheer to families· ·on March 4, 
Whalen said. "Anyone who does 
this is jeopardizing the welfare of 
students and faculty." 
Whalen said that by IO a.m., 
campussecuritywasconvinced that 
the threat was a hoax. 
"[A bomb threat] is a real cow-
ardly thing to do," Whalen said. 
Although Campus Safety is not an 
army bomb squad, Whalen said they 
do know where to look. 
Jesse Boyce '96 said that an of-
ficer came into his class and said 
that there was "an incident," and 
asked that everyone please evacu-
ate the building. 
"It was pretty shabbily handled," 
Boyce said. ''They were trying to 
shuffle us out through only three 
exits. They evacuated us, but they 
didn'tmoveusawayfrom the build-
ing. It was a joke." 
Despite the threat, students re-
mained calm. Laura Klauber '95 
joked that"terrorism is on the rise," 
while another student joked that 
next week's Ithacan Inquirer ques-
tion should be "If you were to born b 
the school, where would you put 
the bomb?" , 
At approximately 11 a.m., the 
Ithaca Police Department received 
another phone call threatening 
Ithaca College with a bomb threat, 
according to Holt. 
Corrections 
As of the morning of March 16, 
only a single parking lot at NCR 
had been cleared of snow, even 
though the company is responsible 
for clearing that entire area. One of 
IC's contractors was sent to re-
move the snow, because "NCR's 
contractor was not capable of the 
job," Brown said. The College's 
Brown said the first priority dur-
ing the snow removal process was 
keeping the campus roads and fire 
hydrants clear for emergency ve-
hicles if necessary. Because of this 
goal, Ithaca College did not have 
the option of waiting until the snow-
fall ended before beginning the re-
moval process, he said. 
Community Relations Program- • On the Back Page March 4, Nick 
ming Director of the Residence · Quarrier, clinical coordinator in the 
\Hall Association Vanessa physical therapy department and 
Mason's title was incorrectly staff member Lisa Price were 
stated. misidentified. 
This summer you can: 
I CATCHUP 
-make~~ 
~getAheaa 
while you discover beautiful 
Ithaca in the summertime! 
Classes are offered in all 5 schools, as well as: 
• Workshops • Internships 
• Independent Studies 
On-campus housing available. 
ITHACA 
Summer Sessions Office, Towers Concourse, Ithaca College, 
953 Danby Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850 (607) 274-3143 
According to Captain Curtis 
Ostrander at the Ithaca Police De-
partment, an officer received the 
call at 10:51 a.m. The department 
then notified the Tompkins County 
Sheriffs Office. 
The caller said that there was a 
bomb in the NCR building set to go 
off at 11 am., sheriffs office dis-
patcher Jeff Mead said. 
According to Me;id, both Ithaca 
College Campus Safety and city of 
Ithaca police officers responded to 
the call at NCR because the threat 
was off-campus. 
The250employeesand 13class-
rooms of students at NCR were 
evacuated, Holt said. 
ChristopherConomy '92denied 
any involvement with Thursday's 
threats. 
"It wasn't me today, although 
I'm probably high on the list [of 
suspects]," he said in an interview 
with The Ithacan. 
Conomy and two other Ithaca 
College students were arrested in 
connection with an on-campus 
bomb hoax in February 1991. 
He was arrested Wednesday, 
March 17 in violation of a trespass 
waiver that prohibited him from 
entering campus. 
ThewaiverwasissuedJuly 1992 
as part of his bomb hoax arrest. 
It Is the pollcy of The Ithacan 
to correct errors of fact. To 
report corrrectlons contact 
The Ithacan news department 
at 274-3207 or stop by room 
269, Park Hall. 
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Snow stories 
Continued from frnnt page 
was more money ,so they ransacked 
the hotel room. 
Once the men left, the students 
quickly called 911 and filed a full 
police report, Bean said. She said 
the police have made no arrests. 
This is not the end of their story, 
however. Bean said that upon arri v-
ing at the Amtrak station in Deland, 
Fla., on Monday, March 15, the 
three students learned that all the 
electronic signals were down 
beacuse of the storm. These signals 
allow engineers to determine which 
tracks are being occupied by trains. 
As a result, Bean said, they boarded 
a train that travelled at an extreme! y 
slow pace and was finally termi-
nated in Washington D.C. 
At Washington D.C. they 
boarded another train that took them 
to Penn Station in NYC. Bean said 
they finally ended up driving from 
Connecticut to Ithaca. They arrived 
at IC on Wednesday, March 17 
after traveling for nearly 32 hours. 
STUCK IN GEORGIA 
Not even the South was immune 
to the effects of the blizz.ard, as 
Jennifer Vann '96 can attest. Vann 
saidthatAtlanta,Ga.receivedabout 
two feet of snow. 
"No one could go out unless 
they had four wheel drive," she 
said. 
Vann' s house had no electricity, 
heat or water as a result of the 
storm. She said her house was freez-
ing, butsheinvited agroupof friends 
to sleep over. 
"I hadatleastsevenof my flights 
getcancelled,"Vannsaid. Herorigi-
nally flight was supposed to leave 
Monday, March 15, but her airline 
continued to change it. 
After finally getting on an 
uncancelled flight, the plane arrived 
late at the Pittsburgh Airport and 
Vann said she barely made her con-
nector flight. 
Finally, exhuasted and without 
her luggage, Vann arrived at Ithaca 
College at 12:30 a.m. on Wednes-
day, March 17. 
JAMMED IN JAMAICA 
If being stranded on a Caribbean 
island sounds like fun, think again. 
Kristen Barlak '94 and Shelly 
Ferguson '94 know what being 
caught in Jamaica during a blizzard 
is all about. 
After spending a week in Ja-
maica with eight friends, Barlak 
said a parent notified her and her 
friend of the upcoming storm. On 
Saturday, the two found out that 
their flight had been cancelled. 
Barlok said the day was further 
ruined because of pouring rain. 
"Everyone thinks, 'How bad 
could it be being stuck in Jamaica?' 
We couldn't enjoy it because it was 
pouring," Barlak said. 
B arlok said they tried calling the 
U.S. only to discover that calling 
cards could not be used and they 
had to call their parents collect. 
The airline finally booked them 
for a Sunday flight; however, that 
flight was cancelled as well. Barlak 
said the group had not eaten the 
entire morning and were forced to 
spend $5 on one can of chips. 
Finally, after sitting on the floor 
and waiting seven hours at the air-
port, the eight students were bussed 
to a hotel to spend the night. 
OnMondaymoming,March 15, 
Barlak said the group was woken 
and told that a bus would be taking 
them to the airport in 15 minutes. 
Once at the airport, Barlak said she 
and her friends waited in line for 
three hours in order to get tickets. 
They were finally booked on a 
flight that eventually landed at JFK 
airport in New York City. 
"Once I was back in the U.S., I 
was so happy to be back," Barlak 
said. 
But the hassle was not over. 
Once the plane had landed and 
all the passengers had disembarked, 
the airport was evacuated because 
of a bomb scare, Barlak said. 
The airport finally reopened, but 
transportation out of the airport had 
ended at 10 p.m. and the time was 
10:15 p.m. 
After calling a parent, Barlak 
said the group eventually found a 
ride from the airport to spend the 
night somewhere. 
From there, the trip went 
smoothly on the way back to Ithaca, 
Barlok said. 
"Other than that, my vacation 
was great!" she said. 
BUSSED AROUND 
Tom McCudden '96 discovered 
the joys of riding a Greyhound bus 
on his way back to Ithaca. 
After spending most of Spring 
Break trying to find a ride from 
Salem, Ma. back to Ithaca, 
McCudden said he decided to travel 
back on the Greyhound bus line. 
After purchasing a ticket for Sun-
day, March 14, McCudden said he 
thought his problems were over. 
And then the Blizzard of '93 hit. 
All busscs were cancelled for 
Sunday,soMcCuddensaidhecalled 
to reschedule a trip for Monday. 
The busses were already full. 
Finally, he said he was able to 
find a bus that would leave from 
Boston on Tuesday morning at 5 
a.m. On the way to the bus station, 
McCudden said he had car trouble. 
His travel was further extended 
when the bus was delayed in NYC 
for six hours. 
"Needless to say, a 10:30 p.m. 
arrival in my room rounded off a 
horrible spring break," McCudden 
said. 
LIFE ON THE INTERSTATES 
Sara Ammann '96, spent the 
better part of last weekend on inter-
state highways, driving from North 
Carolina to New York. 
Ammann, her father and twin 
.------------------------------. ..------------
The Place To Meet 
For Business 
& Pleasure 
, .. 
Enjoy Lunch and Dinner 
from our Award Winning Kitchen 
• Homemade Waffles • Freshly Made Desserts 
• Our Own Soups • Dinner 5 Nights 
• Open 7 Days • Credit Cards Accepted 
425 Third St., at Rt. 13 - Ithaca - 277-0007 
DELIVERY HOURS: 
IC GRADUATION 
Elegant lake-front cottage 
• 3 bedrooms 
• jacuzzi 
• linens' 
•25-foot deck 
• fireplace 
• kitchenware 
• rishing boat 
• sleeps 6 
please call 272-6758 
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sister, Jodi, left Springfield, Va. at 
3 p.m. on Saturday, March 13. By 
midnight, the trio had reached Jodi's 
college in North Carolina. After 
spending the night in a hotel room, 
Ammann and her father started their 
journey once again. 
While slowly making their way 
up to New York, Ammann said 
they encountered deep snow on an 
interstate entrance ramp thathadn 't 
been plowed. Her father had to push 
from the rear of the vehicle as 
Ammann slowly drove the Jeep 
Cherokee off the mmp. 
"The on-ramp wasn't plowed," 
Ammann said. "There was a foot 
and a half of snow on the ground 
when we got stuck and my dad had 
to get out and push." 
Once again on the road, Ammann 
said the two made it all the way to 
Carlyle, Pa., after 10 hours of dnv-
ing. They stayed the night there and 
resumed driving at IO a.m. 
Upon trying to get onto Inter-
state 8 I, they were stopped once 
again on an entrance ramp because 
of a tractor trailer that had jack-
knifed, Ammann said. 
"The worst was getting off of 1-
77 and onto 1-81," she said. 'There 
was a huge semi stuck in the middle 
of the ramp and we couldn't get off 
of77." 
Ammann said it took them a 
total of 24 hours to make the trip 
from Virginia to North Carolina to 
New York. 
D 
D 
PREGNANCY CENTER 
l_--.a••-110_,ICU j 
All services Are Free 
Abortion Alternatives 
Post-Abortion Counseling 
Pregnancy Testing 
Sensitive & Confidential 
(( Jll :\n\ 11ml', An\ D.n J 
273-4673 
SUITE 202 CENTER ITHACA 
D 
D 
Rogan's 
Corner 
825 Danby Road 
Corner S. Aurora (968) & Coddington 
Sunday-Thursday 
Noon - 1:30 a.m. 
Friday & Saturday 
Noon~ 2:00 a.m. 
273-6006 
ranc~p 
IIJ\ IAN 
-----------------------------------, 
! ONLY AT ROGAN'S! ! 
I I 
I I 
; 1 Med. Pizza 2 Med. Pizzas ; 
I w/ one topping 4 16-oz. sodas I 
: 2 16-oz. sodas $9.95 : 
! $5.50 I 
-~. -----------+-------------1 
1 1 Lg. Pizza 2 Lg. Pizzas 1 
I I 
1 
w/ one topping 4 16-oz: sodas I 
1 2 16-oz. sodas $14.95 I 
I $8.50 : 
I I I 1 Med. Pizza 1 Lg. Pizza I I I I 12 Chicken wings 24 Chicken wings I I 2 16-oz. sodas 4 1 6-oz. sodas I I $8.50 $14.50 I I I I I 
I I 
1 Try any of our Gourmet Pizzas 1 1 at the low price of $6.95 (medium) or $8.95 (large). I I I 
I YOU MUST MENTION THIS AD WHEN ORDERING. 1 L----------------------------------~ 
Always FREE delivery and FREE Pepsi 
with pizza! FREE delivery on subs and 
wings with a $6.00 minimum order. 
16 oz. PEPSI and DIET PEPSI delivered 
50¢ each. 
WE GI.ADLY ACCE>T VISA 
AND MASfERCARD ON 
ALL FOOD DELIVERIES! 
RESTAURANT 
Early Bird Specials 
March 19th to April 2nd, 5:00 PM to 6:00 PM 
Prime Rib $6.95 
Served with salad, garlic sticks, and spaghetti or french Fries. 
Fish Fry $6.95 
Served with salad, garlic sticks, and spaghetti or french fries. 
Spaghetti and Meatballs 
Served with salad and garlic sticks 
$6.95 
~ Call For Reservations ~ 
277-6666 
823 Danby Road next to Rogan's Corner. 
We accept Visa, Master,.-,,rd, Diner's Club, and Di'.;nwcr. 
,? 
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Registrar, 
Bursar, 
SGA reset 
deadlines 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
By Jessica Wing 
and Dawn Pace 
The Blizzard of 1993 has ex-
tended the deadline for midterm 
grades and the Block II add-drop 
period. 
According to Lynnette Marean, 
associate registrar, the midterm 
deadline for submission of student 
grades was originally Tuesday, 
March 16th. The deadline has been 
changed to Thursday, March 18. 
Marean said that faculty would have 
copies of the grades for distribution 
by Monday, March 22. 
The second block of classes, 
originally intended to begin on 
Monday, March 15, was hampered 
by the closing of the College that 
day and Tuesday, March 16. The 
period for add-drop for any given 
academic block lasts five days. As 
a result of the closings, the add-
drop deadline for Block II will be 
extended until Friday, March 26, 
Marean said. 
Marean also said that advanced 
registration, scheduled to be held 
March 29 through April 8, will not 
be delayed and the rest of the aca-
demic calendar will proceed as 
planned. 
Bursar Ann Woodard said that 
many concerned parents and stu-
dents called her office about the 
deadline of the advanced deposit. 
The deposit that was due on Mon-
day, March 15 will be accepted late 
without penalty, Woodard said. 
However, students must get their 
advanced deposit in by March 29 
or they will not be able to partici-
pate in advanced registration. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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TAKECAREOFYOURSELFANDYOURPARTNER 
PROTECTION AGAINST SEXUALLY 
TRANSMITTED DISEASES (STDs) 
Condoms are available at the Ithaca College 
Health Center Medication Room 
6 for $1.00 
During regular clinic hours 8am to 4pm 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• CASH IS ACCEPTABLE 
• • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THE SPORTS PAGE 
"The finest in local sports action" 
Scores, highlights, and on-location reports 
from the ICTV sports team. 
™1 <ID IID <dl ml f ~ ml 11 ~ 
ml IID <dl 1L ® g ] ® 1P) mm 
Catch all of the latest IC sports 
scores on ICTV Channel 54 
The Perfect Present 
~~O~At 
~11l~H~CT80t~5 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd. • Collegetown 
273-4857 • We Deliver 
According to Registrar John 
Stanton, the College is at the mini-
mum number of days for this se-
mester; however, the two missed 
days will not be added on at the end 
of the semester. ~====================~ 
Stanton said that faculty mem-
bers decide whether or not the 
classes should be made up. "We're 
not in any jeopardy of anything. 
It's at the discretion of the faculty," 
he said. 
Applications for positions on the 
Student Government Executive 
Board and Senior Class officers 
will be available from Friday, _ 
March 19 to Friday, March 26. The 
deadline for both applications is 
Tuesday, March 30 at noon. 
Applications are available at the 
Student Activities Center, third 
floor of the Campus Center. 
Dining halls 
adjust to storm 
By Kevin Harlin 
The blizzard of 1993 took its tol I 
on the Ithaca College campus and 
the dining halls were not spared its 
wrath. 
The storm, which paralyzed 
Ithaca College and Tompkins 
County, forced the delayed open-
ing of all the dinning halls on cam-
pus, leaving students and staff on 
campus to fend for themselves. All 
the dining halls were back to nor-
mal by Wednesday morning_ 
Howard McCullough, director 
of dining services, said the snack 
bar was opened on Sunday to feed 
the grounds crew, cmnpu~ sakty i 
officers, and the few stucknL, on 
campus after spring nreak 
"All we did w:b to _1u~t offer 
_ food to anyone who was on campu~ 
on Sunday," he saic.l_ 
ANNOUNCING 
EYE-OPENING SAVINGS. 
r--3-F0?-$99--.~ 
•Eye Exam 
• 1 Pair Prescription Eyeglasses 
• 1 Pair of Daily Wear Contact Lenses 
or Second Pair Prescription Eyeglasses 
~ incl ode clar, single -rision pwtic lenses only. Some pMCriptions at 
additional~ Contact lenaes include one pair of clear, daily wear rpherial lenses, 
emn, fitting ml follow-up risit 1hia offer may not be used in coojmlction with my : 
L - .:_~~:,U .::io:!1:-~~~ ~l:,~~':,.4/3!~ - .J r---------------------~ 
• Daily Wear Contact Lenses IN 1 
i $88 i 
I I 
I lndodH oD< pili of cl,u, d&lly wm IJ)Mrial 1,....., •um, 6ttinf and follo"·•P Nit nil I I ofJer m•y not b, a .. d In coajanction with any other dim>llbll or nnloa plans. Other I 
mtrlctiou m,y apply, Exptr.s 4/30/93 L _____________________ J 
aeriJ_in ... a
OPTICAC -
Pyramid Mall, 40 Cathenwod Road, Ithaca 257-2333 
Sterling Optical is pleased to welcome Dr. P'aul Kempkes, 
Optomet:rut, formerly with Alnelican VISion Center. 
----·---· ----------------
CALL 
277-TANS 
March 19, 1993 
823 Danby Rd. at 
Rogan's Comer 
H A I i D&~ ~ I G N Closest to Ithaca 
TANNING sALON Colleee 
r-----------,----------, I NAIL TIPS: $35.00 I I 
I MANICURE : $8.00 I HAIRClJfS : $3.00 OFF I 
I .NATURE'S MANICURE I ~ PAU.MlU-EL.LSYSTEMS I 
I • "-"""'l,l!oUftoC.IIP...tU<I> I '• ---···---·o~-·· '-"·' ·- I 
I EXPIRES MAY 21. 1993 I EXPIRES MAY 21. 1993 I L----------..1..----------~ TANNING SPECIAL 5 FOR $20.00 
FEATURING WOLFF BEDS 
Look for new double facial tanning bed coming in April! 
We Pay Your 
Parking in the 
Dryden Road 
Parking Ramp 
1st SESSION 
May 24-June 24 
-
2nd SESSION 
July 6 - Aug 5 
March 19 1993 
·;: {i~~ .. ,~';i~Jt~tory" ·Mon,tb.-events: 
:· . ..:.. )f\:i·-... :t·: ./':·:·\ .. · ..... ',:'-:._.-::, .. #· •• : •• ~: .·.·,.··:···:· • • • • • 
·: ·,~~~:tf~;,~~ttptO<fuctlc;~ ~Cen,terforlhe 
·,.:~~~mg·Ans;'4;~_,-01l'die 18th. 8p.m.~ the 1gth and ·20lh. 
. ,-~'·22:' C~Dnret$ityPhi~ pre$ent•'RedefiningBeau-
liml. "·Eastman TV .Lounge. 9 p.m. , · 
•Mlrebi23:"Crealing Social Jtistke, .. a panel to be presented in 
~erChapel)7:30p.rn.~ · · . -
"March·~= Rape .Peer Educatots ro host a program on R.A.P .E .• 
'&stmari TV Lounge~ 1 ~.m. • · · 
• Marth 25: : Andrea· Zeeman will present a program on Self 
~tense. ~iman·TV·Lounge. 8 p.m. 
• March U: Angela .Davis. activist and writer, to speak in the 
Ernei:tion Suiies, lime tba 
• • March 1.8: Hillel to host panel. "A Jewish Feminist Conversation," 
NQtth Meeting Room., noon, 
• March 28: Laura "X .. , director for the National Clearinghouse on 
Marllal and Date Rape, to speak in Emerson Suites, 1 :30 p.m. 
•Marcb23or 30(tba):'•Women! You'veComeaLongWay ... ," 
a brown bag lunch and discussion, noon, location tba. 
•'Mar~h 28-April 2: Eleanor Munro, Ithaca College Woodrow 
. Wilson Visiting Fellow for 1993 to make a series of presentations 
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Campus Safety Log 
The following incidents are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Public Information, based solely 
on reports from the Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Anyone with any information regard-
ing these entries is encouraged to con-
tact the Office of Campus Safety at 274-
3333: Unless otherwise specified, all 
reported incidents remain under investi-
gation. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 5-
THURSDAY, MARCH 11, 1993 
Friday, March 5 
'YA complain I was filed regarding graffiti 
written on the wall near the west en-
trance to the Towers Dining Hall. 
'YOfficers responded to Terrace 6 upon 
a report of a person in a highly intoxi-
cated condition. Person was transported 
to the Health Center for treatment. In 
addition, the student was referred for 
jucicial action. 
'YA complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that oocurred to a chair at the ground 
floor entrance of Terrace 6B. 
'YOfficers responded to Holmes Hall 
upon a report of a person having diffi-
culty breathing. Person was transported 
byBangsAmbulancetoTompkinsCom-
munily Hospital for treatment. 
YA student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of three compact discs from 
that student's mail in the Terraces 
mailroom. 
'YTwo students were referred for judicial 
action for the use and possession of 
marijuana in a campus residence hall. 
Saturday, March 6 
'Ylthaca Fire Department responded to 
the East Tower for a fire alarm. Cause 
of the alarm was determined to be a 
malfunctioning heat detector. 
Tuesday, March 9 
'YA staff member filed a complaint re-
garding the theft of a JVC compact disc 
player valued at $250. Staff member 
reported the theft occurred sometime 
between March 3 and March 9 from 
room 205 in Ford Hall. 
Thursday, March 11 
'YA student was referred for a judicial 
action for the use and possession of a 
forged or altered parking permit. 
'YOfficers assisted the Tompkins County 
Sheriff's Department in the investiga-
tion of a one-car property damage motor 
vehicle accident on Route 968. 
Safety Tip: 
When jogging, please use sidewalks 
and running tracks rather than streets 
and roadways. If you must run in the 
roadway, wear bright, reflective dothing 
and always run facing traffic 
9 SEX?d 
----1 
DECISIONS DECISIONS DECISIONS 
• 
If you've m~de the deci~ion to have sex.... ~ : 
then decide to make 1t Safe! , : 
BE SURE THAT YOU ARE PROTECTED! . . 
Come to the J.C. Health Center for: 
safe sex information, medical testing & treatment of 
sexually transmitted diseases, HIV, and birth control. 
Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller: 
a full Macintosh line for all your needs. 
You're not the only 
one --ds carrying a lot of 
units this semester. 
(,1\m~~-C' In,\~ k"~I '°""~1~11:.un~ j 
. - . 1· 
. -
• , I 
~--.:2 - " ->~ >:· ~:~~~·~·:-~:~~-
Right now, your Apple Campus Reseller has the most affordable new for even more power, the Macintosh Centris'" 610. See these new computers 
line of full-featured Macintosh" computers ever. Theres the Apple" Macintosh today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special studerit pricing, 
Color Classic" - a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh as well as service during college~ And experience the power of Macintosh. a 
LC III, which rum 50°.4, faster than its top-selling p~~ the LC II. And, The power more college students choose. The power to be your besr W. 
For more inf~rmation stop by Academic Computing Services 
in Muller 102 or call 274-3030 
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1991 bomb hoax participant 
arrested on campus, fined 
By Scott L. Matson 
Ithaca College campus police 
arrested a 1992 graduate for violat-
ing a trespassing waiver on We<lnes-
day, March 17. 
Campus police escorted Chris-
topher Conomy off campus from 
the Snack Bar Wednesday after-
noon. Conomy was arrested and 
charged with trespassing, a viola-
tion similar to a traffic ticket, said 
David Maley, manager of public 
infonnation. 
In a conversation with The 
Ithacan, Conomy said he pied guilty 
at the Town of Ithaca Court and 
paid a fine. 
He would not discuss any other 
details of the incident. 
Conomy was arrested and is-
sued a trespass waiver in July 1992 
as a result of his involvement in the 
1991 bomb hoax, which prompted 
the College to shut down power to 
the campus. A second waiver was 
issuedWednesdayafterhisarraign-
ment. 
Fire forces students out of Gardens; 
Pipe leaks in new science building 
By Mary Jo Gill 
Fire broke out in the Garden 
Apartments on Sunday, March 14. 
A wicker hamper placed too close 
to the baseboard heater caused fric-
tion and started the flames in ~part-
ment 27-5-1, according to a report 
filed by the Ithaca Fire Department 
No one was hurt, as residents 
Caroline Montgomery and Hilary 
Walton were still away on spring 
break, according to Dave Maley, 
manager of public information. 
Hames did not spread beyond the 
apartment, according to the report. 
Smoke, flame and water dam-
age destroyed the furniture and 
property, Maley said. 
Ithaca College will clean smoke 
damage and replace school prop-
erty beginning next week, Maley 
said. He also said Montgomery and 
Walton will cover the cost of re-
placing personal items, according 
to Maley 
The students have been tempo-
rarily re-assigned to a room in New 
Hall. Their apartment will not be 
re-occupied until Fall 1993. 
• 
The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to reports of a sulfur-like 
odor at the New Science Building 
on Monday, March 16. 
A break and water leak in a 
sprinkle pipe caused the smell, ac-
cording to firefighters. 
Clean-up operations began im-
mediately, assisted later by Ithaca 
College's Physical Plant 
Delta Mu Delta inducts new members 
By Liz Gartner 
The School of Business held its 
annual induction ceremony for Delta 
Mu Delta, the National Honor Soci-
ety in Business Administration, on 
Wednesday, March 17. 
Thirty-one students were in-
ducted into the organization, which 
mainly serves to recognize students 
for high scholastic achievement. 
According to Jason Wiener, 
president of Delta Mu Delta, stu-
dents must have a cumulative GPA 
of 3.4 or higher to be considered for 
membership in the honor society. 
In addition, they must havecom-
pleted a minimum of 60credithours 
and have junior or senior standing. 
The following students have met 
the above criteria and are now mem-
bers of Delta Mu Delta: 
·-------------------------· I I 
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Ei~ Yi:ig~Vian Offlc.ial ·. 
wit) ,speak Monday night 
By Tavon J. Walker 
Fonnetministerofjusticefor 
the Federal Republic of Yugo-
slavia Tibor Varaday, who is. 
currently t.eaching a co~ at 
Cornell Law School, will speak 
on March22 about ethnic cleans-
ing and minority rights as it per· 
tains to Yugoslavia. 
According to Paul McBride, 
a history professor at Ithaca Col· 
lege, V aradaywas Yugoslavia's 
minister of justiceforless than a 
year when he was forced to re-
sign by the new National Ex -
tremist government 
Varaday's extensive law ca-
reer includes a master' sand doc-
torate from Harvard University. 
Varaday is the director of 
Yugoslavia's Novi Sad Law 
School and gives many lectures 
around the United States and 
Europe. 
· Both McBride and JC poli-
tics professor Harvey Fireside 
are responsible for bringing 
V araday to Ithaca College. The 
speech itself is being sponsored 
Simonetta Antenucci, Andrew 
J. Bonavia, Tricia J. Bornstein, 
Michael Bucholz, Christopher 
Calabrese, Laline S. Carvalho, 
Michael Coyle, Remlee M. Crowe, 
Leah E. Deane, BrendaL. Giardina, 
KimberlyS.Giniver,KellyE.Greer, 
Heather L. Gruver,Jenefer D. Hack, 
Laura J. Kandzioeka, Beth S. 
by both departments. McBride 
said he hopes dw.· Vmday's 
f"irst-hand involvement in Yu-
goslavia will help tc educate 
the people of Ithaca. 
Imre Tamas, an IC biology 
professor, said hew~ partially 
responsible for bringing 
Varaday here. He said Varaday 
is a ''very knowledgeable per-
son" and he is happy that 
"Ithaca, like other educational 
institutions. is here to provide 
this type of forum." 
Forlhelast30years, Varady 
has served on the faculty at Novi 
Sad Law School. He was named 
directorin 1983. 
Varadyalsoservesasamem-
ber of the Hague Pennanent 
Court of Arbitration and will 
participate in the 25th Hague 
Conference on Private Interna-
. tionalUw. 
The lecture will be .~eld on 
Monday, March22at 8p.m. in 
room 112 of the New Science 
Building. It is free and open to 
the general public. · 
Kressman, Jennifer K. Lightcap, 
John W. Mackay, Debra 
Mackowski, Sandeep Marwaha, 
Taiya T. Minott, Christopher C. 
O'Donnell, Arny Peich, Scott W. 
Pohlman, Kristen G. Popp, Mark 
D. Sainsbury, Michael L. Silver, 
Rae A. Spieles, David Stein, Anna 
E. Taylor, Robert A. Wrzosek. 
I How will YOU spend Summer Break? I 
I I 
: P .M. Bartending™ Course : 
ITHACA COLLEGE BUREAU OF CONCERTS 
I I 
I J~---------......._ I I I 
I ~-,r----------7 I I I 
I I 
I . Learn Over • T.1.P.S.® I 
I 200 Drinks! Cenification I 
I Available. I 
I • Learn A Practical I 
I Skill For A Tough • Classes will meet I 
I Economy. once-a-week for 7 I weeks. 
I • In New York State, anyone I 
I over the age of 18 can • Classes DO NOT meet I 
I legally serve alcohol. before Passover. I 
I • Working just 2 shifts • Saturdav afternoon : 
I can cover the cost of this cla..,ses available at 
I course!!! CORNELL. I 
I -----~~---~ I 
.I I  ......_______
I I 
11 MONDAY night classes begin: 1 
~ March 22nd : 
1 
• Textor Hall, Room 103 1 i I 
I • 7 :00 - 9:300111 I I .. I 
1 • Registration at 6:30pn1 1 
I: • Course /£'C: $9() (cash. chffk. or monev order). I 
f I I! • Last calf tlus spnng .. .l)on't mtss out.1 I 
I I 
: P.M. Bartending • P.O. Box 4804 • Ithaca, NY 14852 • 277-4183 : 
·-------------------------· 
PRESENTS 
WITH 
SPECIAL GUEST 
SUNDAY 
MARCH 21 
1993 
8:00PM 
BEN LIGHT GYM 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
TICKETS: 
$12 WITH ITHACA COLLEGE ID 
$15 GENERAL ADMISSION 
TICKETS ON SALE BEGINNING 
MARCH 3 IN THE ITHA,CA 
COLLEGE CAMPUS CENTER AT 
REBOP RECORDS & TAPES AND 
Ai.I TICKC"'fMASTER LOCATIONS 
Tt=<0'lf}.v.JSTl=A • 
.1.~-,,....,~· 
I 1· 11 A.< :"J! -~ > 1. I. 1. (: I 
II II Ii'-~\, 1~~·-
?C 1,,(/~ 
-
No CAME.HAS RECORDING DEVICES SMOKING OR AL.C...OHOL P[RM!TTED 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Friday, 
March 19 
International Programs London 
Center Group Interviews, Conference 
Room, Campus Center, 9 to 1 O a. m. 
OMA Meeting, Demotta Room, Campus 
Center, 9 to 10 a.m. 
VPSACL, Students of Color Meeting, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 12 to 
1 p.m. 
International Programs London Center 
Group Interviews, Demotta Room, Campus 
Center, 1 to 2 p.m. 
H&S Dean's Office Freshmen Seminar 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 3 to 5 p.m. 
SACL, Campus Life Meeting, Demotta 
Room, Campus Center, 4 to 5 p.m. 
Provost's Office Reception for Visiting 
Multicultural Fellow, Clark Lounge, Cam-
pus Center, 4 to 6 p.m. 
HIiiei Shabbat Service, Muller Chapel Sanc-
tuary, 6 p.m. 
Department of Theatre Arts presents 
Studio Production, Clark Theatre, 
8p.m. 
Ithaca College Concert Serles, Christo-
pher O'Relly, piano, and Carter Brey, 
vlollncello, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:15p.m. 
Saturday, 
March 20 
FIRST DAV OF SPRING 
Junior Recital, Scott Quinlan, Trombone, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 12 p.m. 
Junior Recital, David Yusko, Saxophone, 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 1 p.m. 
Junior Recital, Jennifer Nitchman, Flute, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 2 p.m. 
Department of Theatre Arts presents Stu-
dio Production, Clark Theatre, 2 p.m. and 
Bp.m. 
Junior Recital, Gabriel Racz, Plano, 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 3 p.m. 
Sunday, 
March 21 
catholic Community Mass, Muller Chapel, 
10 a.m., 1 and 9 p.m. 
Protestant Community Services, Muller 
Chapel, 11 :30 a.m. 
CC&SE/C, Beverage Service Training, 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus Center, 
1 p.m. 
Junior Recital, Erin Bruce, Violin, 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 1 p.m. 
Diversity Peer Educators Meeting, Demotta 
Room, Campus Center, 5 to 6:30 p.m. 
Delta Phi Zeta Meeting, Terrace 1 Lounge, 
6 to 9 p.m. 
BIGala Meeting, South Meeting Room, Cam-
pus Center, 6:30 p.m. 
NSSLHA Meeting, Demotta Room, Campus 
Center, 7 to 9 p.m. 
Women Direct FIim Serles presents ''The 
War on Female Bodies", Park Hall Audito-
rium, 7 p.m. 
Community Service Network Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
7:30 p.m. 
Muller Chapel Theatre Group Rehearsal, 
Muller Chapel, 7:30 to 1 O p.m. 
Facuhy Recital, Angus Godwin, Baritone, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Monday, 
March 22 
Admission, Ithaca Today Faculty Train-
ing, North Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
12:15 to 1 p.m. 
Student Government Executive Board 
Meeting, Student Activities Conference 
Room, Campus Center, 3 p.m. 
H&S Curriculum Committee Meeting, 
Demotta Room, Campus Center, 4 to 6 p.m. 
Provost's Office, Summer Research Grant 
Committee, Conference Room, Campus 
Center, 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. 
CSN Meeting, North Meeting Room, Cam-
pus Center, 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
"IC Players" Drama Club Meetings, 
Dillingham 1, 8 p.m. 
College Democrats Meeting, Demotta Room, 
Campus Center, 8 to 9 p.m. 
Alumnus Recital, Gregg Mlchalak, Plano, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Rape Education Committee presents Date 
At Eight, Muller Chapel, 8 to 10 p.m. 
BOC Meeting, South Meeting Room, Cam-
pus Center, 8:45 p.m. 
Graduate Recital, Wilfredo Pasamba, 
Vlollncello, Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 
9p.m. 
Tuesday, 
March 23 
SACL, Campus Life Meeting, Conference 
Room, Campus Center, 8 to 9 a.m. 
Psychology Professor Speaker Serles, Dr. 
David WIiiiams: "There Is Life 
After College!", NSB 118, 12:05 to 1 :1 o 
p.m. 
CC&SE/C Recruitment Meeting, South Meet-
ing Room, Campus Center, 12:15 p.m. 
Flnanclal Aid, campus Employment Infor-
mation Meeting, South Meeting Room, Cam-
pus Center, 2 to 3:30 p.m. 
CSN-HELP Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 6 to 7:15 p.m. 
Protestant Community, Blble Study, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 6:15 p.m. 
Muller Chapel Theatre Group Rehearsal, 
Muller Chapel, 7:30 to 1 o p.m. 
Sign Language Club Meeting, Laub Room, 
Muller Chapel, 8 p.m. 
Music School, Recital Rehearsal, Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 8 to 9:30 p.m. 
SGA Student Congress Meeting, North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 8:15 p.m. 
Concert Serles, Ithaca Wind Quintet, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Fencing Club Meeting, Wrestling Room, Ben 
Light Gymnasium, 9 p.m. 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 12 to 
1 p.m. 
Art Department Lecture Serles, Carl 
Johnson, Clark Lounge, Campus Center, 
4p.m. 
Counseling Center, Cultural Transitions 
Group, Phillips Room, Muller Chapel, 4 to 
5.30 p.m 
Campus Center and Special Events Meet-
ing, Room 110, Egbert Hall, 5 30 to 
7:30 p.m. 
BiGala, Discussion Group, Ph1ll1ps Room. 
Muller Chapel, 5:30 to 7:30 p m 
Provost's Office Summer Research Grant 
Committee, Conference Room, Campus 
Center, 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
Judicial Affairs, Alcohol and Drug Educa-
tion Seminar, De Motte Room, Campus Cen-
ter, 7 p.m. 
Muller Chapel Theatre Group Rehearsal, 
Muller Chapel, 7:30 to 1 O p.m. 
SOAR Weekly Meeting, Friends 104, 
Bp.m. 
LBQ Meeting, Room 11 0, Egbert Hall, 
8p.m. 
Dimensions Weekly Meeting, Friends 307, 
8:30 p.m. 
Ongoing 
Events 
Academic Computing Services is now hir-
ing Computer Consultants and Office Assis-
tants for the 1993-94 academic year. Appli-
cations are available in Muller 102. 
For more information call Wendy 
Pearle at 274-3020 or Dave Weil at 274-
3098. 
The Roy H. Park School of Communica-
tions Photography Gallery presents 
"Intimate Landscapes", an exhibit by 
Gretchen Gamer of Storrs, CT. The exhibit 
is located near the main entrance of Park Hall 
and runs through March 19. 
Multicultural Fellows Program featuring 
LIiiian cartegefla-Mercado '80. The pro- 1 
gram runs through March 20. 
Senior Recltal,Alllson Rrelllng, Oboe, Ford Habitat for Humanity Meeting, South Meet-
Hall Auditorium, 4 p.m. ing Room, Campus Center, 6:30 to 7 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
March 24 
The Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Recent Work", an exhibit featuring 
paintings and mixed-media con-
structions by Guy Corriere and Ann 
Vllarrasa. The exhibit runs through 
April 10. 
Senior Recital, Gwen Nichols, Plano, SAVAW Meeting, Friends 303, 7 p.m. Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 7 p.m. 
Admissions Staff Meeting, Demotta Room, 
Campus Center, 8:45 to 10 a.m. 
Delta Phi Zeta Lingerie Sale, Emerson B, 
Phillips Hall, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Graduate Recital, Barbara Schaver, Voice, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
cathollc Commun Hy, Parish Council Meet-
ing, Laub Room, Muller Chapel, 7:30 p.m. 
IC Environmental Society, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 8 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement, 
Successful Interviewing, South 
Sale Representatives at The Ithacan 
can make some BIG BUCKS. 
* Gain valuable experience in advertising sales, 
design and desktop publishing. 
* On-campus and off-campus accounts 
available now. 
* No experience necessary! 
Organizational meeting for the new Sales staff: 
7 p.m. Monday, March 22 
Ithacan office - Park 269 
Questions? Call Hilary Walton, Kristin Card or Karen Wernick 
at The Ithacan: 274-3208 
[TimITHAC~ 
OPINION 
Keeping standards 
Student Government should maintain 
current GPA requirements for officers 
On Tuesday night, Student Congress is expected to discuss a 
proposal to lower the GPA requirements of the Elections Act. The 
change, proposed by ten current Student Congress members, would 
lower the cumulative GPA requirement to run for student government 
executive board and possibly senior class offices from a 2.5 to a 2.2. 
If Student Congress passes this proposal, it will undermine the very 
principles it stands for as a representative body of the College. 
Students are at Ithaca College for one reason •• an education. Even 
though activities outside the classroom are an integral part of that 
education, they extend beyond the classroom experience, hence their 
name -· extra-curricular. 
If students running for one of the nine student positions on campus 
(five for student government and four for senior class) cannot uphold a 
GPA which is average for those they are representing, then they cannot 
be an appropriate representative or role model in these very visible 
positions. 
What is an appropriate GPA? The current requirement of a 2.5 is 
THE ITHACAN'S VIEW 
appropriate if you look at the 
academic requirements of the 
different schools, and the 
average GPA of IC students. 
A 2.2 would put a student on academic warning in all majors except one 
in the School of Communications. In the other schools, a 2.2 would put 
a student only two-tenths of a point away from academic warning. 
But the average student at IC, however, is nowhere near these 
numbers. In the fall of 1992, the average cumulative GPA of an IC 
student was 2.99. The lowest average GPA was in the School of 
Business was a 2. 77, almost three-tenths above the curre11.t Elections 
Act minimum. The highest average GPA was in the School of Music--a 
3.29. The fall semester for a freshman is considered to be a student's 
worst GPA, yet the average GPA for freshmen last fall was a 2.85. 
With the responsibilities of a leadership position come increased 
constraints on the time a student can donate to academic work. When a 
student takes on a leadership position. his or her GPA may decrease. 
Students with higher GPAs can take this loss of a few tenths of a point 
in stride; but borderline students might end up on academic warning 
with a minor drop in their GPA. Student government executive board 
members on academic warning will not provide much help to the 
organization if all of their time must be devoted to academics. On the 
other hand. they will find themselves on academic suspension 1f they 
continue to donate all of their time to the organization. In the end, 
students will hurt both themselves and the organization. 
What is needed is a student who has the self-discipline to balance 
both academics and their leadership position--not an easy task. Sharon 
Policello. director of campus activities and orientation, who works very 
closely with the student body president, estimates that he/she works 40 
hours a week as president. A credit at IC is defined as one hour of 
classroom instruction and two hours of assignments outside the 
classroom. For a student taking 15 credrts that is 45 additional hours a 
week. 
Encourage your student government representative to vote against 
this possible airffmdment to the Elections Act. All students can voice 
their opinions on this important matter by attending the Student Con-
gress meeting on March 23 at 8:15 p.m. in the North Meeting Room. 
Jeffrey J. Sellngo 
Edltorlal Page Editor 
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Dining services director clears · 
misstatements, invites suggestions 
In the Ithacan article of March 
4, 1993, "College Lo donaLe lcfl-
overs Lo charily" Lhere were several 
misstalements Lhal concern me. I 
am not aware of any actual or pro-
posed programs regarding leftovers 
in the dining halls. I am certainly 
concerned about legal issues. Cur-
rently, at times of college closing, 
if there arc any perishable items 
available, Foodnct is invited to pick 
up the items. At the time of pick up, 
a Food Product Receipt is signed 
by Foodnet rcprcsent.aLivcs which 
holds llhaca College "harmless for 
any orallliability." No other chari-
table organization has been invited 
since I have been the Director of 
Dining Services. The two tons of 
waste is nol leftover food. It is in 
fact an estimate of all the dining 
services compostablc material in-
cluding waste from Lrays returned 
to the tlishrooms. 
As Director of Dining Services, 
I have not, nor would I, represent 
Ithaca College and I certainly do 
not make decisions for Ithaca Col-
Iege. 
Perhaps the tragedy of I.his ar-
ticle is thal the readers have been 
misinformed and indeed misled con-
cerning this important issue. My 
position ha-; been that I am willing 
to work with any Ithaca College 
student group interested in propos· 
ing a program of wasLe reduction, a 
program beneficial to Ithaca Col-
lege and the Ilhaca community. 
Howard F. McCullough 
Director of Dining Services 
The Ithacan Inquirer 
By Jeff K. Brunello 
What did you do during Spring Break? 
Julie Calhoun 
Corp. Comm. '96 
"I got run off the Ohio Turn-
pike by an out of control 
driver and I spun out and 
smashed into a pole on the 
other side of the road." 
Amy Stahlberg 
C & P '94 
"I went to Denny's with five 
slightl)' inebriated guys at 
la.m. We were throwing 
sugar packets back and fonh 
and nearly got kicked out." 
Missy Grosskopf 
Exploratory '96 
"Returning from Ft. Lau-
derdale, my friends and I 
got stranded in Detroit 
by the storm. Luckily, 
my roommate had 
friends there that took us 
in." 
Linda Melendez 
Exercise Science '95 
·'I hung out in New York 
City with a bunch of friends 
from college." 
Prof. Karen Norton 
C & Pdept. 
"I went to the 
Adirondacks planning to 
spend five days there, but 
I had to come right back 
to beat the storm. When I 
returned home, I graded 
mid-terms and watched 
movies." 
Jon Gunn 
C & P '94 
"I slept a lot and ate like a 
gluttonous pig." 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
Fair and above board: IC advertising professor Howard Cogan tries to keep, the advertising industry on its toes 
By Candice Bingham 
When thinking about the adver-
tising industry, negative. images of 
sensationalism and manipulation are 
two phrases that may come to mind. 
It is these stereotypes that 
Howard Cogan is trying to change. 
Cogan, an associate professor of 
advertising at Ithaca College, trav-
eled to New York City prior to spring 
break to serve on his first panel as a 
member of the National Advertis-
ing Review Board, more familiarly 
referred to as NARB. He is begin-
ning a two year tenn and "looks 
forward to it because I really believe 
in the self-regulatory process," 
Cogan said. 
TheNARB has SO members and 
is a self-regulatory agency within 
the advertising industry. The agency 
functions to protect the public from 
fraudulent advertising. 
Although the NARB has no real 
power and cannot legally bind com-
panies with their decisions, no 
agency has failed to respect its deci-
sions since its inception in 1971, 
Cogan said. 
According to Cogan, the accep-
tance of these decisions shows that 
"advertisers want to make sure ev-
erything is fair and above board." 
Recently, Cogan was chosen as 
one of five members of the NARB 
to hear complaints from Lehn and 
Fink, the makers of Lysol products, 
against S.C. Johnson Co., creator of 
the Toilet Duck. 
The hearine:. scheduled to last 
approximately 70 minutes, actually 
took nearly four hours. The out-
come of the hearing will be pub-
lished sometime in March and can-
not be revealed to the public at this 
time. 
In conjunction with his duties as 
a member ofNARB, Cogan owns a 
"Ateacher affects eter-
nity. [One] can never 
tell where [one's] influ-
ence stops." 
-Professor Howard Cogan, 
quoting Henry 
Brooks Adams 
family-run advertising agency in 
downtown Ithaca, Cogan Bedell 
Miller & Cogan, Inc., as well as 
The Communication Support 
Group, Inc., an agency that per-
fonns marketing work for non-
profit organizations. 
And although Cogan enjoys his 
work at the agencies, he com-
mented that "my first priority is to 
Ithaca College." 
Cogan also spends a great deal 
of time traveling on behalf of ad-
vertising education. 
He is a member of District Two 
of the American Advertising Fed-
eration (AAF) and traveled to 
Washington, D.C. over spring 
break in order to update plans for 
National Student Advertising 
Competition that will take place in 
Buffalo, N.Y. on the weekend of 
April 17 and I 8. 
A team from Ithaca College will 
be present as well as approximately 
20 other teams from various col-
leges and universities in District 
Two. 
Cogan is an active member on 
the Education Committee of the 
AAF and has traveled to 16 col-
leges and universities within the 
past year in an effort to show stu-
dents that "ad people are nice 
people and advertising studies are 
worthwhile," he said. 
Cogan began his undergradu-
ate work at Cornell University 
The Ithacan/ Rena M. Difilippo 
Howard Cogan, advertising professor at Ithaca College, has Just started serving his first term as a 
member of the National Advertising Review Board. 
where he received a Bachelor of 
Arts in Speech and Drama. He was 
a member of the class of 1950 and 
returned 30 years later to receive a 
Master of Professional Studies 
(MPS) in communications. 
lronicallv. Col!an's son also re-
ceived a degree in 1980 making 
them the first father-son pair to re-
ceive concunent degrees at the uni-
versity. 
Cogan has won numerous 
awards for his contributions to the 
advertising industry and his com-
mun.ity. These include the Medal of 
Merit, the AAF Silver Medal and 
the Addy A ward, described by 
Cogan as the "Oscar of the adver-
tising industry." 
Yet despite the honors he has 
received, Cogan stated modestly 
that "nobody is going to build a 
statue for me. My only chance at 
any kind of immortality would be 
in the minds of my students." 
Cogan came from a family of 
teachers and holds them, and the 
profession, in the highest respect 
He said that he was inspired to 
teach from a quotation by Henry 
Brooks Adams. Adams said that "a 
teacher affects ete~ity. [One] can 
never tell where [one's) influence 
stops." 
Through his knowledge of the 
advertising industry, Cogan is con-
stanuy muuencmg stuelents not only 
at Ithaca College, but also those he 
speaks to all across the United 
States. 
But Cogan humbly expressed 
that it is his students who keep him 
going. 
"I draw sustenance from them. 
They keep me young." 
View of the blizzard from Ithaca 
One man's trials and tribulations surviving the infamous 'Blizzard of '93' on the hill 
The Ithacan/ Bill Christolidis 
Ithaca residents, like the rest of the east coast, were literally buried 
in snow from the "Blizzard of '93," as Jim Betz '96 illustrates. 
By Pat Holland 
Stonn of the century, eh? Well, 
it certainly was an invigorating ex-
perience for many Ithaca College 
students stranded all over the east 
coast last weekend. Airports were 
closed, highways were blocked off 
and Wayne Mahar Channel 3 chief 
meteoroligist and all-around good 
guy, got his fifteen minutes offame. 
The IC women's lacrosse team 
was stranded in Maryland and had 
to wait out the chaos at the resi-
dence of senior Julie Stone. Now, 
we're talking 30 women, here. 
Thirty athletic women who are used 
to running 40 miles before break-
fastFOR FUN. And here they were 
cooped up in one household for 
nearly two days with 30 lacrosse 
sticks that could only be used as 
potato chip holders. 
Seniors Andy Sweeney and 
Chris Patak were told by police lo 
get off the Ithaca-bound highway 
they were travelling on. Apparent! y, 
the road was closed ahead and be-
hind them. Stranded, they were 
forced to stay at a Days Inn restau-
rant for more hours than they wish 
lo remember. They informed me 
they were forced into meeting bi-
zarre truckers who like nothing 
greater than telling gruesome road 
stories to innocent young students 
like Andy and Chris. 
My hrothcr Jeff \\as tr:1vcling 
I 
.____H_U_M_O_R __ j 
down to Florida with seven bud-
dies when the storm hit. They 
reached their oceanfront destina-
tion safely, but after parking their 
car in the hotel lot, three of the car 
windows blew out due lo air pres-
sure caused by strong ocean wmds. 
Hotel windows did likewise. Jeff 
had to sleep that night with his 
hotel r.oom windows and door 
cracked open lO relieve air pres-
sure. Ah, nothing like sleeping in a 
pressure chamber to liven one's 
spirits during Spring Break. And 
what's safer in a hotel full of strang-
ers than an unlocked, open door? 
Back here in Ithaca, I spent the 
"Blizzard of '93" coughing up my 
left lung and keeping Kleenex prof-
its up. But it wasn't without its high 
points ... Having had plenty of time 
lo prepare for the storm, I visited a 
local supermarket early Saturday 
morning. The snow had just begun 
to fall. Well aware of the fact that 
power could be cut off later that 
day, I bought plenty of food neces-
sary inca-;eofsuchapoweroutage: 
peanut butter, bread, sugarless gum 
and 35 dollars worth of Little 
Debbie snack cakes. 
Fortunately, the storm did not 
cut off power to my apartment. and 
I had _1u,t enough rood to )!L't lw 
(thank God for the sugarless gum). 
However, I did notice the winds 
were quite strong--1 seem to re-, 
member watching small farm ma-
chinery fly by my bc<lroom wm-
dow. Trapped mside our apartment, 
my housemate Eric and I watched 
the first two "Godfather" movies 
that Saturday night and continually 
reminded each other that not even 
Marlon Brando could've predicted 
the stonn as well as Wayne Mahar 
had. 
When the storm finally did pa~s 
over on Sunday, I saw before me 
what used to he Coddmgton Road, 
but what now had lx:come a darn 
nice dog-sledding trail. Plowseven-
lUally took care of the s1tuat1on, but 
created snow banks so high no one 
livmg on the road could get out of 
their driveways. So people would 
walk to wherever they needed w go 
as if Coddington Road was a pedes-
trian walk way. Kind of looked like 
old "Little House on the Prairie" 
scenes where Laura Ingalls would 
pass hy Doc Baker on her way to 
school. 
Doc Baker: "Momm', Laura." 
Laura: "Momin', Doc Baker." 
Doc Baker: "Hey, let's take a 
look at that throat of yours, Laura. 
Hmm ... Looks like you're comirig 
down with ~omcthmg." 
!.aura: ""Yeah. Pa 1s letting 30 
St·t· "llumor," pagt' 16 
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Renowned soloists pair up for concert 
By Emily Carr 
The fourth of five concerts in 
Ithaca College's Concert series 
"Crossing our Centuria) Bridge" 
pairs two famous soloists for an 
evening of cello/piano duets. 
Cellist Carter Brey and pianist 
Christopher O'Riley, both recipi-
ents of the coveted A very Fischer 
Career Grant, are known for their 
solo and collaborative careers. 
Brey and O'Riley, will be per-
fonning works by Barber, Brahms, 
Janacek, and Prokofiev on Friday, 
March 19 at 8: 15 in the Ford Hall 
Auditorium at IC. 
Brey's collaborative career is 
marked by regular appearances with 
the Tokyo String Quartet, the 
Emerson Quartet, and the Chamber 
Music Society of Lincoln Center, 
as well as perfonnances at various 
chamber music specials, including 
the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festi-
val, and throughout the United 
States and Europe. 
O'Riley, like Brey, has played 
with Chamber Music Society of 
Lincoln Center, as well at various 
chamber music festivals, including 
the Marlboro Music Festival and 
all throughout the United States. 
Brey's solo career includes per-
formances with virtually all of 
America's orchestras and includes 
such awards as the Gregor 
Piatigorsky Memorial Prize and the 
Michaels A ward of Young Concert 
Artists. 
O'Riley has been a top prize 
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winner in several of the world's 
most prestigious competitions, in-
cluding The Montreal, The Leeds, 
The Bussoni, and The Van Cliburn 
International competitions. 
O'Riley has previously per-
formed with major American sym-
phony orchestras and in duo recit-
als with Brey and flutist James 
Galway. 
"They are exceptional," said 
cello professor Einar Holm of the 
Brey/O'Riley duo. "They offer a 
great deal in their musical state-
ments and their advice [in their 
master classes] is much looked for-
ward to wherever they go." 
O'Riley is an active advocate of 
contemporary music and a found-
ing mcmberof the Boston Chamber 
Music Society. He is noted for the 
originality of his approach to pro-
gramming, including the music of 
Argentine composers Alberto 
Ginasteraand Astor Piazzola as well 
as Brazilian composer Milhaud. 
Brey received his training at the 
Peabody Institute, where he stud-
ied with Laurence Lesser and 
Stephen Kates, and later with Aldo 
Parisot at Yale University, where 
he was a Wardwell Fellow and a 
Houpt Scholar. 
He came to international promi-
nence in I 981 when won an award 
in the first Rostropovich Interna-
tional Cello Competition. His sub-
sequent collaborations with 
Rostropovich and the National S ym-
phony Orchestra received enormous 
Stay in Tune With The Future 
Summer At 
RUTGERS 
Over 1,000 Summer Courses 
Foreign Travel Courses 
Language Studies 
Certificate Programs in: 
praise and attention. 
O'Riley isagraduateofthe New 
England Conservatory of Music 
where he studied with Russell 
Sherman, and is a past winnerof the 
YoungConccrtArtists International_ 
Auditions. 
O'Riley and Brey also gave 
master classes for music students 
on Thursday evening, March 18. 
Brey's was given for cello students 
and O'Riley's was given for stu-
dent chamber groups. 
A pre-concert lecture will be 
given by School of Music faculty 
member E.D. Bomberger at 7:30 
p.m. in room 201 in Ford Hall. 
Tickets for the event are avail-
ableatDewittMall,Rebop Recordc;, 
and the Dillingham Box Office. 
• Business Fundamentals _.) ·· 
• Business Communicat~':io:;n~:~~~~:a 
• New Jersey Studies -==-====-==,,,.. 
• Criminal Justice RUTGERS 
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workers got busier and busier. Many e 
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The Ithacan/ Gregory DiBernardo 
Ithacan Staff Photo 
'' HERB GABLE 
PHYSICAL PLANT EMPLOYEE: 
ul figure three months 
in Hawaii should cure 
my winter blues. I'm 
ready for 80 degree 
weather and summer --
I've seen all the snow I 
want to see." 
Robert Stanley gives some snow the 
heave-ho on stairs near the Upper 
Quads. Working with him on Monday 
morning was Tom Carrier. 
Ithacan Staff Photo 
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Movie Listings 
March 19-24 
STATE THEATRE 
phone 273-2781 
Fire In the Sky-Daily at 7:15, 
9:30; Sat. and Sun. matinee at 
1 :30 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
Lorenzo's OIi -Daiiy at 7:00, 
9:35; Sat. & Sun. mat. at 2:00, 
4:35 
Scent of a Woman -Daily at PasslOn Ash -Daily at 7:00, 
6:45, 9:30; Sat. and Sun. matinee 9:35; Sat. & Sun. mat. at 2:00, 
at 1 :30 4:35 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID 
MALL 
phone 257-2700 
Homeward Bound - Daily at 
5:00, 7:15; Sat. & Sun. mat. at 
12:10, 2:00 
Falllng Down-Daily at 4:10, 
7:00, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. mat. at 
1:20 
Groundhog Day -Daily at 4:40, 
7:20, 9:40; Sat. & Sun. mat at 
1:30 
Point of No Return -Daily at 
4:20, 7:10, 9:50; Sat. & Sun. mat. 
at 12:30 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Tll'tles 
Part 3-Daily at 4:30, 6:50, 9:00; 
Sat. & Sun. mat. at 12:00, 2:15 
CB 4 -Daily at 4:50, 7:30, 10:00; 
Sat. & Sun. mat. at 1 :10 
A Far Off Place --Daily at 4:00, 
6:40, 9:20; Sat. & Sun. mat. at 
1 :00 
CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 2n-&11s 
The Crying Game - Daily at 
7:15, 9:35; Sal & Sun. at 2:15, 
4:35, 7:15, 9:35 
Tous Les Madns Du Monde -
Daily at 7:15, 9:35; Sat. & Sun. at 
2:15, 4:35 
CORNELL CINEMA 
phone 255-3522 
Johnny Stecchlno-Sat. at 7:10, 
WSH 
The Public Eye -Sat. at 9:30, WSH 
Johnny Suede -Sun. at 8:00, WSH 
SABWEEKEND 
FILMS 
ptJone 274-3383 
A River Runs Through It --Fri. 
and Sat at 7:00, 9:30 
Monty Python: The Meaning of 
LHe -Fri. and Sat. at Midnight 
Candyman --Sun. at 7:00, 9:00, 
11 :00 
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The medieval dead 
'Army' is a witty, adventurous romp 
By Garrick Dion 
"Anny of Darkness" is some-
what of a labor of love for horror/ 
cultdirectorSamRaimi. Thefilm is 
a studio-backed piece, something 
Raimi is fairly new to, and the stu-
dio (Universal) and movie mogul 
Dino DeLaurentis (who owns the 
rights to the film) nearly killed it, 
due to the battle over the rights to a 
"Silence of the Lambs" sequel. 
But Raimi 's desperation and vi-
sion shows through in one of the 
most outrageous, special effects 
filled romps in a long time. 
"Anny of Darkness" is actually 
a sequel to Ranni' s previous horror 
comedies "Evil Dead" and "Evil 
Dead 2: Dead by Dawn." The 
former is more of a straightlaced 
exercise in low-budget terror and 
the latter, a reworlcing of the first 
film, is perhaps one of the finest 
examples of slapstick combined 
with gore ever attempted. "Army," 
however, gives "Dead 2" a run for 
its money. 
The dimwitted hero of the series 
is Ash (Bruce Campbell), who un-
wittingly awoke the Evil Dead, and 
was ultimately sent into medieval 
times at the end of "Dead 2." By 
reading a passage from the Book of 
the Dead, he and his Oldsmobile 
were sucked into the past and 
dropped down amongst a sea of 
enraged knights. 
And so begins "Anny of Dark-
ness" ... 
Ash, who sports a chainsaw on 
his right hand, due to the fact that he 
had to sever ,his posessed hand in 
the second film, finds he's stuck in 
MOVIE 
REVIEW 9 
Army of Darkness 
Directed by Sam Ralml 
Written by Sam & Ivan Ralml 
RatedR 
The hhacan rates movies on a scale 
from 1 to 10, w~h 10 beilg the best 
the Dark Ages, unless he can find 
the Book of the Dead (also known 
as the Necronomicon) and recite 
the incantation that will vanquish 
evil from the land and send him 
back to his own time. All easier said 
than done for the cynical simpleton 
chosen to battle the forces of evil 
with a chainsaw for a hand and a 
shotgun with a seemingly endless 
supply of bullets slung over his 
shoulder. 
Before he can find the book, Ash 
has to face miniaturized, evil ver-
sions of himself, find a way to get 
the beautiful Sheila to fall for him, 
and fight his evil twin, who leads 
the army of the dead at the film's 
climax in an homage to the fantastic 
stop-motion skeletons created by 
Ray Harryhausen for the classic-
cult film "Jason and the Argo-
nauts." 
Whether or not Ash makes it 
isn't important, because there will 
always be different avenues to take 
the series on and ifhe does survive, 
Spring Fling 
there will always be new ways to 
pummel Ash ( one of the series' 
reigning features). Whether he's 
being menaced by a possessed 
Sheila, being attacked by a flying 
book.or splattered w_ith a geyser of 
blood, Ash is put through it all and 
adds fun and humor to relatively 
gruesome and horrific situations. 
"Anny of Darkness" is a marvel 
of a film, filled with dozens of 
innovative and varied special ef-
fects and a comic-book plot which 
clipsalongatarapidpace. Andit's 
all capped off with a truly ener-
getic performance from Campbell, 
who has worked with Raimi both in 
front of and behind the camera for 
all of the ''Evil Dead" films. 
Campbell's plastic face is per-
haps the greatest special effect of 
all,ashe'spulled,sucked,punched, 
and mangled dming the bulk of the 
film. He delivers his lines with dead-
pan earnest and camp, making Ash 
the everyday buffoon you love to 
watch get pounded, but then cheer 
for. . 
Raimi' s decision to turn the first 
half of "Army" into an adventure 
along the lines of Indiana Jones, 
and the second half more of a comic 
fantasy, are obvious signs that Uni-
versal forced him to trim the blood 
and gore. Working with a major 
studio has caused Raimi to work at 
appeasing the ratings board (the 
film now stands at a minimal 77 
minutes), but the witty and horrific 
flavor he adds to a sword and sor-
cery backdrop still prove that cult 
filmmaking and a true vision can 
create one wild cinematic ride. 
presenting a spring studio production: SALE 
One family s struggle to reach each other. 
CLARK THEATRE 
March 19 and 20 at 8 p.m. 
March 21 at 4 p.m. 
Admission is free! 
Limited seating available-please come early! 
92--93 Season 
Buy 1, Get 1 at 25% Savings 
Celebrate spring with a special sale. 
Buy any of our new spnng fashions, 
bodywcar, fitness and dance essen-
tials or LmleGear for Kids, and get 
a second selection at a 25% savings. 
Hurry in for a sale that's running 
out on March 31st. 
•,ome rc~tncrions apply 
Fitness, Dance & Lifestyle Apparel 
& Accessories for Men, Women & Kids 
OPEN EVERDA Y • 107 S. Cayuga St., Downtown • 273-4327 
We Deliver the Fastest, Darkest Tan in Town! 
tfiJTAN;fuzu?f 
• Reasonable Prices! SON TAN CENTER ..-., 
• Largest availabillty in town! r- - - WOLFF-;. ANNING -BEDS - -
• Try our new state-of-the-art 1 . . 
"FourFacial"WolffTanning 1 * Single Facial Bed * Beds I 5 sessions $25 
• Choice of beds! 
• Ad 2 free e ions wi h a 1
1 * 
r rl ac a e! 
Triple Facial Bed * 
5 sessions $35 
I 
I * 
Four Facial Bed 
5 sessions $40 * 
----..._J 272-5598 for an appointment 
'-J 609 W. Clinton St. Bring in Coupon 
~ (Corner Rt. 13 & Clinton St.) 
March 19, 1993 
Carlin on Campus: 
By Brian J. West 
The economy is still weak, the 
national defecit is at an all time 
high, Clinton is being accused of 
going back on his promises, and 
George Carlin has more new mate-
rial than he knows what to do with. 
After 16 albums, nine films, and 
hundreds of television appearances, 
George Carlin will now take the 
stage at Ithaca College's Ben Light 
Gymnasium doing what he loves 
most-stand-up comedy. 
In targeting everyone from femi-
nists to conservatives, as well as 
liberals, men, women, and even 
himself, Carlin exercizes his bru-
tally honest criticism, in a no-non-
sense fonn of humor that often 
surprises, angers, and even shocks 
those who are the least bit sensi-
tive. 
Yet at the same time, those who 
find themselves shocked by his 
humor are often those whom Carlin 
appeals to most. This strange at-
traction is what draws audiences to 
Carlin's humor. He has the ability 
to make biting social and political 
statements in the midst of a ram-
Purlgi£·s Pi33a 
272-7600 
' ---~ ---------7 
l Party Package 1 
I · 32 Slice Cheese Pizza 1-
: 2 Dozen Pudgies Wings : 
1 2 Quarts of Pepsi 1 
I ~, I 
I :.: $14·99 I I ~ ~ 2'. · ~ + tax I 
I • . I 
I --.. \--LAI~....... Expires I 
I \ \ ,t;=·s l.j' /, : ;/ 3 / 31 / 9 3 1
1 I . Y---{1.u· 1tf 
CV' ~ ~ L _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - IC 
211 Elmira Rd. 
We Deliver! 
THE ITHACAN 15 
George Carlin brings his non politicall~ correct 
comedy to the Ithaca College community 
bling monologue that can cover new material, and the direct, imme- "The Prince of Tides." 
everything from attacking a politi- diate response from a live audience 
cian to Carlin's classic bit on ba~e- is like nothing I can explain," Carlin 
ball and football. said. 
Throughout his career, Carlin's But his hope of becoming an 
comedy has often been regarded as actor was not complete! y lost 
a symbol of counter-cultural In the 1970s, the success of 
thought. Ironically, Carlin expected Carlin's stand-up, comedy albums, 
his stand-up comedy act to be just a and a series of Home Box Office 
stepping stone in establishing a film specials opened the door to becom-
career. ing an actor. 
Unfortunately for his film ca-
reer, Carlin enjoyed stand-up com-
edy a little too much. 
His most recent films, "Outra-
geous Fortune" and the "Bill and 
Ted" movies, led to his critically 
acclaimed role in last year's film "I love creating and developing 
New Lakeside Cottages 
~-~·u•, 257-3946 
CROSSING ~ 1 u • t 
con.-o~s ~ Ill 
Still Available For Graduation! 
Only 15 Minutes From Campus! 
r- - - - - - - - - - - -;;-Ba;b-;;-IB~uty-sii«i'i>"• 
I at Center Ithaca I 
I ~u....-~ The Commons 
: 111..!r.-.~~· For the expensive look, 1 
I but not expensive." 
:I 
;I (With coupon) 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·L ______ !.~xE~e! ~-ar~~ ~~- ____ _ 
With nine grnmmy nominations, 
an ACE award for his HBO special 
"Doin' It Again," as well as his 
workontheEmmyaward-winning 
children's show"Shining Time Sta-
tion," it is amazing Carlin ha-, had 
time to continue his stand-up tours. 
Despite the limited time these 
other ventures allow him, Carlin 
still manages to perform over I 00 
shows a year. 
And this Sunday, March 21, 
Ithaca College is fortunate enough 
to host one of them. 
If interested, 
contact Emily Carr 
at the Ithacan 
office 
Park Hall 269 
or call: 
274-3207 
APPLICATIONS 
NOW AVAILABLE ... 
Na.keD 
Treasurer Cultural Performing Arts 
Secretary Showcase 
Public Relations Cabaret 
Advertising Humanities 
Marketing Special Events 
Travel Speakers 
Films Weekend Programming 
Applications are available in the Student Activities Center, 
3rd floor of the Campus Center. 
All other applications are due by noon on 
Friday, March 19. 
By the students, for the students. 
PrecedencE 
Friday, March 19th 
9:30 p.m. 
Pub/Coffeehouse 
FREE ADMISSION! 
u, 'l'H,I<; ITHACAN 
'Smoke' fuels the fire 
By Chris Gervais 
The south has generated many 
staples of rock and roll including 
the R.E.M, the Allman Brothers, 
the B-52s and now the fast-rising 
Drivin' n' Cryin'. 
The band's name derives from 
their ability to play rockin', hard-
edged songs about dreams and love, 
then four minutes later, ease into a 
slow, grand ballad about the hard- • 
ships of life. 
Smoke picks up where their 1991 
album Fly Me Courageous left off. 
Fly Me Courageous gave Drivin' 
n' Cryin' some exposure, with their 
minorhits"BuildaFire,""Let'sGo 
In Dancing" and the title track. 
Smoke is more of a continuation 
(begun with the band's 1988 break-
through Mystery Road) than a new 
direction for Drivin' n' Cryin.' 
Smoke begins with the explo-
sive, guitar-filled "Back Against 
the Wall." A prerecorded message 
at the beginning asks in a far away 
voice, "Arc you ready?" Drivin' n' 
Cryin' is warming up the listener 
for a roller coaster album. Singer/ 
songwriter/guitarist Kev in 
Kinney's familiar, rough-edged 
voice is immediately noticablc. 
"She Doesn't Wanna Go," fol-
lows, keeping the momentum go-
ing. "We got the groove/We're 
cuttin' loose/She doesn't want to 
go/She let me go," Kinney sings 
over Buren Fowler's explosive gui-
tars. 
One ofDrivin' n' Cryin's most 
endearing qualities is their ability 
to change moods. "When You Come 
Back" talces a break from the hard 
rock of the first three tracks, and the 
band's alter ego surfaces. Gorgeous 
acoustic guitar, harmonica and 
Kinney's soft voice tell a story in 
Humor----
continued from page 9 
women lacrosse players stay in our 
barn while the stonn passes, and 
one of 'em offered me a potato 
chip. It got stuck in my throat" 
Later on Sunday, Eric and I 
passed the time away by watching 
"Memphis Belle," a story about a 
World War II bomber crew leaving 
on their last bombing mission. Mi-
raculously, they make it back to 
base on only one engine, faulty 
landing gear, a man bleeding to 
death in the back of the plane, and 
Harry Connick Jr. playing one of 
the bomber gunners. Eric and I 
agreed that WayneMaharcould've 
flown the plane back with all four 
engines intact and he'd have made 
sure no one got hurt 
After the movie, I called around 
trying to find out who had returned 
from break and was surprised to 
find no one answered my calls. Of 
course, I can only scream so loud. 
Fortunately, the storm was not 
as bad as it could've been, and the 
administration at Ithaca College 
who make all the big decisions 
wisely canceled cla<;ses on Mon-
day and Tuesday. Students eventu-
ally returned to campus and got 
right back into the swing of things, 
skipping classes ac; early as 8 a.m., 
Wednesday. 
My brother is doing well, and 
now finds he has no more ear prob-
lems when scuba diving. 
Andy and Chris are planning on 
writing a book of selected "Truck 
Drivers' Love Poems and Hot Tur-
key Sandwich Recipes," to be pub-
lished later this year. 
The IC women's lacrosse team 
is back to business as usual, having 
promised family members and sea-
son ticket holders they have given 
up potato chips forthe rcmainderof 
the season. 
Mc, I'm starting the Wayne 
Mahar fan club. 
Music 
REVIEW 
Drivin'n Cryin'-Smoke 
Produced by: Geoff Workman and 
Drlvln' n' Cryln' 
1993 Island Records 
The Ithacan rates releases on a scale 
from 1 to 10, with 1 o being the best 
slow tempo. "Come to me through 
my window/Show me the way/ 
Show me the end of my rope/When 
you come back next time you gotta 
slay," Kinney sings softly. 
Su Iii van's mixture of acoustic and 
electric guitars add to the subtle 
majesty of this track. 
In the middle of Drivin' n' 
Cryin's musical pallate, a combi-
nation of slow, acoustic sounds mix 
with a faster, distorted energy. "Pa-
tron Lady Beautiful" explores this 
middle ground with a slow, quiet 
intro. It then fuels the fire with a 
high energy chorus, and finally cli-
maxes with an extended guitar solo 
that reaches beyond any of 
Sullivan's previous work. 
One change the band made on 
Smoke is the overall sound of the 
instruments. Fly Me Courageous 
had a dry, closed sound that didn't 
accentuate their music. Producer 
Geoff Workman has now enhanced 
their sound greatly--the band sounds 
like they're playing in a stadium 
rather than a closet. 
Drivin' n' Cryin' returns to the 
rock and roll mode quickly with 
"1000 Swings." A trend that has 
been set throughout Smoke is the 
obvious prominence of Fowler's 
guitars and their role as glue be-
tween Kinney and the rhythm sec-
tion of drummer Jeff Sullivan and 
bassist Tim Nielsen. 
The band's subtle groove style 
doesn'treallysurfaceonSmokeuntil 
"1988." Sullivan's voice-box gui-
tar and Fowler's chugging drums 
open up a wide groove for the band 
to play off of. "It's a long way 
down/She's got you runnin' round 
for your lovin' arms/It's a long way 
'round," sings Kinney. 
"Eastern European Carny Man" 
is as close to pop as Drivin' n' 
Cryin' will ever gel Sullivan 'srela-
tively bright guitar and Fowler's 
straight ahead drumming build the 
foundation for Kinney's tale of man 
dealing the current political situa-
tion in Eastern Europe. 
"All Around the World" and the 
anthemic album closer "Tum It Up 
Or TWll It Off' end Smoke. Both 
songs are pure Drivin' n' Cryin'--
guitar rock, straight ahead. 
And even though the world is 
embracing change and diversity at 
every tum, sometimes it's better to 
stay with what you know; Drivin' 
n' Cryin' plays what they know 
best--great rock and roll. 
OUQ f'IrrH ANNUAL 
DNE 
Sunday, March 21st 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
DAY 
Band Instruments, Keyboards, PA Gear, Electric Guitars, Basses, 
Am_ps, Drums, Plus We Bought Inventory By The 'Iruckload 
Featuring Roland Products and New Wurlitzer Pianos. 
Financing 
Available 
SALE 
I~ ,1~Hl!m,m "''' I 
ntneilllulic 
Triphammer Mall, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 257-1142 
Think twice 
and save 20 percent 
90days 
Same as 
Cash for 
qualified 
buyers 
March 19 1993 
~~~ 
Voted #1 Breakfast in Ithaca ! 
Serving daily 7a.m. - Sp.m. 
All the pancakes or french toast you can eat, 
plus coffee, for only $2.99. 
Saturday and Sunday 
~ eOllllllOll.& 272-670& 
Relief From The Snow 
/\ JOIN US /\ ~ Tonight ~ 
This Shabbat 
Service - 6:00 p.m. Muller Chapel 
Dinner - 7:15 p.m. Terrace Balcony 
Faculty Guest: Professor Marty Brownstein, 
Politics Department 
United Medical Associates, P.C. 
An 2/fili.nc of the WIS Health Cuc System 
Facial Plastic Surgery Services 
Our services can help you to achieve: 
• Attractive eyes, free of excess skin or baggy lids 
(Blepharoplasty) 
• A straight, well-functioning nose (Rhinoplasty) 
• Wrinkle-free skin and a younger appearance 
(Face Lifts) 
• A clear, smooth complexion (Chemical peals & 
Dermabrasion) 
• Attractive neck lines (Liposuction) 
• Saturday & evening hours available by appointment 
Cal/for a free brochure, or set an appointment for a free personal consultation. 
Isaac I. Matta, MD, F ACS 
Diplomate, American Board 
of Facial Plastic Surgery 
1-800-457-F ACE 
:'<lorthwcstcrn l nhcrsit) 
Summer Session '9.) 
'fl1ink or swim. 
Our multicou~c rcgi~tration di~count , 
s:nc~ }OU .!O percent on l\\o rm1~cs. 
.!'; pcrn:nt on three or more. 
Call I -Kllll-1-1\llS \l ( 111 lll11m1,. l ,tll 
-mv 1ll I - 11 1 11 , ,r 111.ul th 1, l oupon 
I'm thinking. :,,l'11d mt· .1 ht·t· t op1 of 
thl' :-.11111111\'r Sl'sslllll 1H catalog 111th 
fm.mnal .ud .md rl'g1,tr:111on 111forma11on 
(a1.ulahll' 111 .\1anhl i'll'a,l' ,l'nd till' 
l'.11,tlog to .J 1111 homl' _l 1111 'l hool 
Sumnwr :-.t·"ron. 11111-\ Slll'ndan !load 
l.1,111sto11 lllr1101, h01IIX-~h'ill 
\,lllll' 
't hool \thin·,, 
(111 \(,ill' /1p 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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O\JTSIDE 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
Cruise ships now hiring-Earn 
$2,000+ /month+ world travel (Ha-
waii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) 
Holiday, summer and career em-
ployment available. No experience 
necessary. For employment program 
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C523 I. 
Great fun, great experience, great 
salaries! Cabin counselors and spe-
cialists for excellent PA co-ed over-
night children's camp located 35 
miles north of Philadelphia. Ifintcr-
ested, call campus rep. Brett 273-
4050. 
\'St-.lT Tur...T 'N£.IQ.\)? I WOODE.R 
W\.l'i omrn M{IM~L ':, \)()t{r 
WE"-R CLOTm~:S 
IF OUR N"''tJ:D 
PINK B\JITT 51-IO'«ED, 
'tlE PR()B/:..BL'i WO\JLO 
LETS JUST LEf>.\J[ 
If T\-\f\T l.'t'I\ l)C)NE 
·1 ll I I .-\ I{ '-, I I> I 
lh 
C. ,.\ l{'i I .-\ I{ '->U \. 
1·,~ 
' /0 
"look. Dad! ... Snidgets!" 
::-:------------------------------------
~He MYJ 7lfAT 5116"~ 
ACll/llUY AH£ ANLJ /JIU 
IYav' kTVOW.f IJI/T7ffflltLY IIX£ff6 
IT lf!Vf) 'Jll/,f lfe/A/6 7HG ro~ 
1-m5 ~ Mtt. lltatr rr: w. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
SUMMER OR NOW 
$9.10 I hour or commission. Ad-
vertising sales. Sales experience 
helpful but not necessary. Training 
provided. Work close to Ithaca. 
Car recommended. Call Steve 
Gorman at (800) 798-3000 for de-
tails and application. 
METRO MARKETING GROUP 
EARN $500 or more weekly stuff-
ing envelopes at home. Send along 
SASE to: Country Living Shop-
pers, Dept. H4, PO Box 1779, 
Denham Springs, LA 70727-1779. 
SERVICES 
6 triple facial tanning bed. 
Apts. for sale $30. 
Cal!Jade 277-7146 
PROFESSIONAL MODELING 
CAREERS. Interested? For valu-
able infonnation by successful pro-
fessional models, call 1-900-773-
F ACE. $3.65 per min. 18+. 
DIALST AR, Inc. Aspen, CO. 
cnw H1111c 
t.1/NCH !WP R'tcl/X. -
--y-
. I ,i,,,,. 
PAPER CRUNCH TYPING 
Papers 
Resumes 
Applications 
Cheap, Quick & Reliable 
Laser Printer/ Macintosh 
Pick-Up/ Delivery 
Call 277-7 583 
Going away for SPRING BREAK 
and not sure what to do with your 
PET? Call THE PET HOUSE at 
273-0068. We board a variety of 
animals at very reasonable prices. 
Don't leave your pct HOME 
ALONE! CALL TODAY! 
NOTICES 
Heading for EUROPE this ~um-
mer? Only S 169! ! Jct there an~ ume 
for only S169 with AIRHITCH! 
(Reported in Let's Go! & NY 
Times.) California-SI 29 each way. 
AIRHITCH 212-864-2000 
Stop DWI needs you! Have you or 
someone you know been involYed 
in a DWI accident? If so, Thompkins 
County Stop DWI needs you for 
their '93 / '94 campaign. Interested 
panics contact Miriam at 256-1622. 
t 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
LI'L RED PIG invites you to search 
for this week's secret code word on 
the cartoon "Li'l Red Pig." Come to 
L'Auberge, the Inn of the Red Pig, 
for dinner and Pierre will present 
you with an exquisite box of French 
cookies. 
FOR RENT 
Unusual Contemporary 
Townhouse 
3-4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, private 
sky lit entry. Covered balcony. 
Walled garden. Free heated garage. 
Free additional parking. PeL~ al-
lowed. Walk lo IC, Commons, 
Cornell and all buses. From $250 
per person. 
257-7077 
Attention fraternities, sororities, in-
dependents: 30 bedroom apartment 
house, fully furnished, laundry fa-
cility, off street parking. 93 - 94 
school year. Days 277-5576. Eve-
nings 272- I 944. 
Five bedroom apartments, fully fur-
nished, dishwasher, laundry facil-
ity, 2 full baths. Days 277-5576. 
Evenings 272-1944. 
New 3 bedroom, furnished. 2 blocks 
from Commons, 2 baths, energy ef-
ficient Unique contemporary de-
sign. $285-$300 per month. 277-
6260. 
Three and Four bedroom apartment. 
Downtown, laundry, parking, $250/ 
bedroom pl us utilities availableJ une 
1. 272-1374. 
4 bedroom house- South HilVdown-
town. $280 / person plus. Call 273-
7302. August-July. No dogs, please. 
South Hill - Houses for rent 
315-17 Hillview Pl. - 5 people 
319 Hillview Pl. - 6 people 
402 S. Cayuga SL - 30 people 
building, can be rented to groups 
of 5, 10, 15, 20, or 30. Call 273-
5370 
Graduation weekend 
Home and studio for rent 
387-5071 
2 bedroom apt. 508 S. Aurora St 1st 
floor, furnished. $500 / month. In-
cludes all utilities, parking. No pets. 
272-7726. 
ITHACA SOLAR 
TOWNHOUSES 
Wann, large, 4 bedroom, 2 baths, 
Furnished, 8 FREE PAVED 
PARKING SPACES, walk IC, 
Tom Tran Bus Shuttle. Broker - no 
fee. 273-9300. 
4 BEDROOM CAPE! Excellent 
condition. Brick fireplace, refin-
ished hardwood floors, furnished, 
finished full basement, washer and 
dryer. 2 car garage. Broker-no fee. 
273-9300. 
West Campus - 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
apartments available for 93/94 rea-
sonable rents! Call 273-1653. 
Downtown-3 bedroom apartments 
including heat and hot water. For 
'93(94. Large, sunny rooms. Con-
venient to Commons. Call 273-
1654. 
East Hill - 2 and 3 bedroom apart-
ments available for '93/94. Old 
mansion, nice woodwork. Large 
windows. Includes an utilities, 
parking available. Call 273-1654. 
THE OLD CIGAR FACTORY 
Ithaca Commons. Large, modem, 
one, and two bedrooms. Big win-
dows facing Commons. Bus to IC 
at comer. 273-9462. 
ITHACA COMMONS 
Above Resistance Hair Salon. 
Large 2 bedrooms. New furniture. 
Hrgh ceilings. Bus to IC at comer. 
273-9462. 
Commons West 
Downtown, Ithaca Commons: new 
studios, one, two, three bedrooms 
in best full service elevator build-
ing. High ceilings, big rooms, huge 
windows. Luxury bath, dishwasher, 
microwave, carpet, laundry. Bus to 
IC. 273-9462 
4 bedroom furnished house. Nice 
quiet setting with large yard. 2 miles 
from IC campus. Washer/dryer 
parking $275 per person. Avail-
able 8/1/93. 277-6961. 
Commencement 
House for rent 
Spacious deck, parking. Beautiful 
house/ grounds. $250 per week-
end. Call Roger (607) 255-6003. 
It May NOT 
Be Too Late!!! 
Check with 
College Circle 
Apartments 
before you decide! 
277-1221 
5 bedroom furnished house. Spa-
cious bedrooms, hardwood floors. 
Washer/dryer. 1 1/2 baths. IO or 12 
month lease. $250 per person plus 
utilities.277-6961. 
EXCELLENT VALVES 6 bed-
room house downtown: $190 plus. 
4 bedroom house close to IC: $230. 
2 bedroom apt downtown: $285 
incl. All furnished, with free laun-
dry. Now renting for June. 387-
3928 
Furnished Apts. 
Walking distance to IC 
272-1115 
DOWNTOWN 
Two blocks to Commons. 3 bed-
room apartments. S265 each for 3, 
$220 cah for 4. Call 273-1654. 
4-5 person plus houses at Prospect 
St. and other locations. Also apart-
ments call 272-9361 days,277-4783 
evening. 
On the Commons. Spacious three 
bedroom apartments, furnished, 
heat included. Available Aug. I. 
For appt. call 272-7441. 
GRADUATION ROOMS 
AVAILABLE . Country Inn - just 
20 minutes from the college. Has 2 
rooms available for Friday/Satur-
day nights. 1-589-6073 evenings. 
Four/ three bedroom townhouses, 
save ($) on your utilitybill. 
Waterford 103 woodstoves. Keep 
you EXTRA WARM in winter. 
Contemporary furnishings, free 
parking, many extras. Broker (No 
fee) 273-9300. Come take a look. 
Four bedroom with hardwood 
floors, nicely furnished, brick fire-
place, fun basement, washer and 
dryer, 2 car garage. Broker (No fee) 
273-9300. 
Still Reading the 
Classifieds? 
I One Call to Us Can I 
I End Your Search for I 
I Off-Campus Housing! 1 
: Housing Solutions: 
-~~~O_!~t.!! !!!i.!111.!St.1 
Pennsylvania Ave. Two bedroom 
apartment WalltowalJcarpct,park-
ing, furnished, microwave. A great 
bargain at $540. Certified Proper-
ties 273-1669. 
Pennsylvania Ave. house. Eight 
bedrooms with 4 baths, parking, 
walJ to wan carpet, furnished, mi-
crowave. For more info. Certified 
Proper_ties 273-1669. 
House for rent '93- '94 school year. 
Coddington Road adjacent to col-
lege entrance. 4 bedroom includes 
all utilities. Lawn and parking. 272-
1489. 
Twenty-two windows, 2 bedroom, 
cat-in kitchen, hardwood floors, 
mini blinds. Includes major utili-
ties, walk IC. Broker (No fee) 273-
9300. 
Fire Island -Ocean Bay Park - mod-
em, gorgeous, spacious, 2 story, 4 
bedroom house 100 ft from beach, 
multiple decks. One is rooftop. Huge 
living room with large sectional 
couch, stereo, TY.2 full bathrooms 
+ outdoor shower, washer/dryer and 
dishwasher. $1,400 per half share 
before 4/1/93. CalJ Peter at 212-
831-3173. 
LARGE, very nice FOUR BED-
ROOMapartmentdowntown. Heat 
included. Off-street parking. Par-
tialJy furnished. Available June or 
August 10 month lease possible. 
$1160 per month. 272-5089 days. 
257-2920 evenings. Ask for Ed. 
1 bedroom apt. 508 S. Aurora St. 
2nd floor, furnished. $275 / month. 
Includes utilities, parking. No pets. 
272-7726. 
LARGE SELECTION 
OF 
APARTMENTS AND 
I· HOUSES 
NOW SHOWING FOR 93-94 
ONE BEDROOM UP TO 
TWELVE BEDROOMS 
CALL NOW FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 
CERTIFIED PROPERTIES INC. 
273-1669 
TOWNHOUSES / APTS. 
FOR RENT '93 - '94 
• 3-4 BEDROOMS 
• DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH UNIT 
• 
• LOTS OF PARKING 
• PRIME LOCATION 
• PLEASANT LIVING 
CONDITIONS 
CALL 
273•6142 
BITNEEN 1-9 P.M. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
***JOB OPENING"'** 
SPRING AND SUMMER 
STUDENT POSmON 
The Division of Continuing Educa-
tion and Summer Sessions is 'seek-
ing a student employee to provide 
general office and clerical support 
for IO hours per week during the 
spring semester at $4.25 per hour. 
Position will continue through the 
summer on a full-time basis at a 
slightly higher rate of pay. There 
will be two additional full time 
summer positions available. Ap-
ply now to secure a summer posi-
tion. 
Specific duties include telephone 
answering, errands, light typing, 
handling incoming mail, filing, pho-
tocopying and other duties as as-
signed. Attention to detail and ac-
curacy a must. Prior office experi-
ence is preferred. 
Applications are available in the 
continuing education office, Tow-
ers Concourse (across from BJ's). 
274-3143. 
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT 
now hiring students. $300/$900 
weekly. Summer/full time. Tour 
guides, gift shop sales, deck hands, 
bartenders, casino dealers, etc. 
World travel - Caribbean, Alaska, 
Europe, Hawaii. No experience 
necessary. Call 1-602-680-0323 
Ext. 23. 
Co-Ed overnight camp near Phila-
delphia seeks general and specialty 
counselers. On camppuse inter-
views 3-22. Call April at Career 
Planning 274-1687. 
Help Wanted: Part time work in a 
daycare center. Slaterville Springs. 
Call Marilyn 539-6561. 
G R E E I( S & C LU BS 
I 
RAISEACOOL 
'1000 
IN JUST ONE WEEKI 
PLUS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALLl! 
No obligation. No cost. 
Anda FREE 
IGLOO COOLER 
if you qualify. Call 
I-800-932-0528, Ext. 6S 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
Student Representative Position 
Apple Computer, lnl. & Autlem1c 
Computing Service, arc looking for an 
Ithaca College ,t udenc to be a Apple 
Stutlcnt Rcpre,cntative to Ithaca College 
In atldn1on to extensive cxpcnenlc with 
Apple Macinw;h,computm, the mtl1vidual 
should have excellent mterpcr.,onal :mu 
commumcawm ,kills. and a dcmonstrJtcd 
ab1lnv to tCalh other., how to u;e Macmco;h 
tc<:hnology and troubbhoot common 
problems. The ideal candu.late ,hould also 
have some marketing and public rclJtum; 
cxpencncc. Thi; po;mon 1, for 10 hour; a 
week durmg the sthool 1·c.1r. with the 
pm,1h1hty of ,ome work over hre,1k; 
Preference will he g11cn to rnrrent 
Fre,hmen ,md Sophomore,, although an} 
~tudcnt rcturnmg for the Fall 9.~ ,emc,ter 
111.iv ,l[lplv. ·1,, .1pplv or for more 
111forma11on ple,1,c u int all Dave \\'cil 111 
,\cadem1l Com put mg ~cr,1Le,. 
t,0,-~--1-iOiO :\pph,;1t1C111, .ire due lw Sp111. 
~LllLh 2-nh l"hl' i'l"ltlCHl I' jl,llli h1 .\pplc 
( omput,·1. Int 
L'IL RED PIG prosontod by L'Aubergo du Cochon Rougo 
\1urnpty [:unp{J,t 
had a 5reatRJp/ 
1 ,rule South of 
Ithaca CollCRC 
011 Rowe 96B 
RESERVATIONS 
607/273-346/4 
Bt: !Jure to re:.ad P1erTt: 0!' 
rr-r ~(Ina/ 1n t.oday i, cJ3~-,1fit".J~f 
Marcia u. 1993 
Sports\\iire 
\thlt.:te of the \\t.•l'I\ 
Maria Ampula 
The junior from Endwell, N.Y. earned All-
American honors in six events at the 
Nationals. Individu-
ally, she tied for third 
in the 1 00 yard 
freestyle and placed 
fifth in the 50 yard 
freestyle. She teamed 
up to placed fifth in 
the 200, secx>nd in 
the 400 and fourth in 
,,tt',I:.\ .. ~ ... · ... r.•, 
J., --~ ·. ";' 
... :,. ' 
~:;,., 
the 800 yard freestyle setting a new 
school record in each race. Ampula also 
helped to place fifth in the 200 medley 
relay. By swimming to six All-American 
honors, Ampula ls now second all-time fo 
the Bombers with 20 honors. 
:\otahlt 
• At the Men's Swimming and Diving at 
the Divsion Ill Championships, junior 
diver Joe Brucie qualified for the three 
meter dive and he oould dive in the one 
meter dive and freshman T.J. Poludniak 
qualified in the 200 freestyle and will 
also swim in the 50 and 100 freestyle. 
• Sophomore Julie Smith earned All-
America honors with a third place finish 
in the 100 yard backstroke and recieved 
an honorable mention by placing ninth 
in the 200 yard backstroke. She also 
teamed up to place fifth in the 200, 
second in the 400, and fourth in the 800 
yard freestyle relay. The Bomber set a 
school r900rd in each of these events. 
Smith also helped her team place fifth in 
the 200 medley relay. 
She now has 13 All-American honors 
and is now eight all-time. 
• Senior Paul Pedone has been on fire 
this spring. In the first eight games he 
hit .448 with 13 hits, nine runs, 12 
R.B.l.'s and one homerun. He also drew 
eight walks with a slugging percention of 
.690 and an on base percention of .579. 
Pedone is playing third base and is a 
two-year starter. 
Men's Lacrosse: 
Ithaca at Cortland, 
Wednesday,March 24, 
4:00 p.m. 
The Bombers lacrosse team, which 
lost their first game 12-9 to Lynchburg, 
takes on Cortland this week. 
Last year, Ithaca beat Cortland 17-
12. Senior Charlie Shoulberg had seven 
goals and one assists, while junior Bill 
Krist had a goal and three assists in that 
game. Senior Dale Neely had ten saves 
in goal. 
Last year, Ithaca was ranked 
number foi;r in the Intercollegiate 
Lacrosse Assocation final Division Ill 
Poll with a reoord of 12-1, which tied a 
team record set in 1978 and equalled in 
1980. Cortland was ranked number 14, 
w~h a record of 7-8. 
Cortland lost 12 of their 16 letterman 
from last year's team but they lead the 
series against Ithaca 23-3. Their coach, 
Mike Pounds is in his second season at 
the helm, and has a record of 7-8. 
Ithaca's coach, Jeff Long, is entering 
his sixth season, and his record stands 
at 35-33. 
Last year, Shoulberg had 45 goals, 
placing him second on Ithaca's season 
goal leaders. He now has n goals in 
his career, placing him ninth on the 
career goal leaders for the Bombers. 
Photo courtesy of Patricia Reynolds 
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SPORTS 
STUCK IN LIMBO 
While four Bomber te~s traveled sou!h to prepare and begin their spring seasons, 
a huge storm was formu:ig somewhere 1n the the Atlantic Ocean. Unfortunately for 
the students on these tnps, the storm and the teams met up just as the Bomber 
sq~ads prepared to return back to Ithaca. Trapped in various locales from Florida to 
Chicago, these teams were given an unexpected spring break extention. 
!:dB;;:~~o~ tth ··~•ie<\t~,:i~'iti~·s.'\:,;.,/ai ··s·./.~·:·:o:.,::'::f, :=1··· ·=:,.,·ff:. ·'R' ::· •,: • : i. i ; 'd, 
TAI • a ,ewLs :·. i·,Jjj :.',·'-'=••·.1vu. /'~ ·. \,/.i. :· 'i' e ,' osengar 
rr-Om~n S acr~sse ,·· ·:'.:~i:ot·=·:·:'.=:·-=:::···,,.·:· J'=:"·. ·. C >:.'.\ .... ,· ... _.;··.= , ·. ·. · .' . , ·· ·. 
Thewomen slacrosseteam w1thatravel- '·~:,;.f .. ,.'OJ,.,, .. ;.~ · ... ·. •, · ·. · .. aJljghtt9Sy(~~.al7-a.m.·Notonty 
Iin_g party o~ 35, be~an its jo~ey north on .. ~~:Jf,,,.;HStJ,~~~fl,fJefeS~)?:=._,:·_'.;~,t~[~~ke,i~l~-f:iut ~~ff· 
Fnday morning. It did not end until Tuesday. · ••.tt: -=t~PS:t~.n:=~ -~-~-.l~(a,ture. :.· ... :_;,,a~.Jitt,lfl cl'la~.cf. feav~ ffiat ~-
In between, the team spe~t a l~t of time on the _:,'tr:··~:=-~:='~-~~~r, n~Q· .. :(·~rlgQQan,oUterplane. · ·, ...... , · 
road, and two days b~nlcing m the basement )~'Jg~~, ·=\p·_.JJ?t1 ... ,· e.wo ... ,19f·:=:.: ·., · -~ \W1S at this poir.}Utiat . .R,osenqru:d of one of ~e pla~er~ m Maryl~d. . ..... r:-···i\f~t· -~·=,. ,.,.T1?,:i~~:~~~~~-> :-:~-~schVtereseparatecUladfSCh . 
According to JlIDlOr Stephanie Lylis, the .. ,~*'f.::~.d~ii.. m-~~· .. : . ,,' .. : : :; . arii'i«t .. J)apk tn. lthaQa, ()~ Tv~ay. 
... ,,-. ~Vlt'·:t::~~u,i':can=·rekife·'1Q:ffiaf . .·o ..... ..:iivl.<,,,..f ,., Dlt't-hfrhlh'' ... 
teamlast F' ~dafleetiof van~ lei ft StafPetersburthg early .-·: ... d)lj~::·1MbrJr~~f~or:ifi4;f·'l~~:--:' .,~~~:::!~!::r;'.3,.~ i ~~. 
n y. t wasn t ong terward atone ··.'~ · .. ,,·.;,,..=:,: .,, .. , .. :··,/,·,.,,. .. :,i,, .. ·Y·., ... ,, .. , .. ,:.,.· , .. i ,.;:~ ,-.~~-"~'''~':!~ai.~"'',~~-~,n~·- . 
of the vans broke down. T~tcou!d~~e been './·~~~;,~~,,~~--~~;;={\~etCi,f :~he,=·,~--~-~ 
an ~n:r~ Thaf1 ~ lsmade It to Virginia, only ,!)ga.tffieUl&lll~'fll::;:i,;0.=-:a=~c~~11(#.~· 
~~e= tra~ ~usew::~~~:~~~~ ;ii~J£8JJli;jg~--&(91~~~~-;vt,i;,:-~!~J1fJ:'•~Jjy~L 
th · th 11.• Is· :~.JIM ... m,#.f~~ ::~\l::?'i:J.~iji~ ..fi¾fift:~M-:aflinj~:.:-,(had<\o-~~,~:::'ft-: ... : room at e mn, nor emote 1x, the team ~=,..:.iJii!R~ti,fJZ~JS\W'-{WJ\Y;.'i~l"!.~.-i ,, '.'.=··:· •\ .. =·:·, .. · .. !.: -<~~>:~:· · 
Wtth 35 people Jammed mto one area, 1t was t.M-,,~;,,,, .. ,.*<&fl~,:-~.,.~f.:-:,,<;.==·=q~~-•i~~~Joof!. a 2.:3() 
not a comfortable situation. "We were right fb'~Jtg~YI.Nf"'_.;:,.,,,,:,:.Jit,,, :.' =· .}~j::{)i{~fg,=,()i~atriW,;~ .• ~~~th4)r_ 
next to each other, like sardines," Lylis said. ''·:~-1kn~,~~::~=:::',.\L~~~ra .~r_;-~~j~~ ;,to:· 
. The Bombers finally r~tumed to the South ··' .. ~i ~. · .. ;,/k:,·,b~~:.. ... , .. ,. . . .. .. ... . ., ... ,,.Jt:}/~1~,;. . e·· ari,v1;1',!·=~. 1 ,uµi I;) c:uu:;i :he 
Hill on Tuesday. According to Lylis, the trip · :r,u.-,,~,, .. ,~~t~}i~-~~td was. J)Ot~:.:_.·,:·:~Pa~.~~~. ·. :, . . . 
had some ~dver~ affects on t~ unit~." At : =(~.--~~:t~!!f ~-~ad ~~JQr,-',.:/.' ):'.~R;ting to. Ros~~~. ~ trip 
the end of th~ tnp, we were so sick ot each ·;:;.:,,:!w~i!~~~~i$bfr.' . ~:·at, .. r-r-~$r' a~~~--~tig~. 
oth:: ~;;l!?~iar::a ~si:t~:r:/"Jf ." 
cars and vans on Saturday morning with 
Ithaca as their destination. About halfway half hour layover became two days. In between sighting the stars, the team 
through their trip from Richmond, Va, the AccordingtoseniorMissyFoley,onSun- sleptandplayedcards,headcoachValesente , 
roads became impassable. The squad stopped day night the whole team shared two rooms, said. "It was not bad. Looking back it was sort 
in York, Pa. and spent the night in a motel. but on Monday could only afford one room of a fun thing." 
Head coach Jeff Long just did not want to for the entire squad. According to V alesente, an unknown per-
take a chanc~ with the roads. "If something The team made up a song about being son brought the team blankets to sleep under 
happened after dark, it would be harder to stranded in Chicago and sang it to people all while they were waiting in the airport. 
stay together, and things just started getting around the airport, where they received press The team chartered a bus on Monday 
shaky," he said. coverage. People offered the squad money to morning to get them back to l thaca. 
Once at the motel though, the team began help pay for their expenses, but according to C re W 
to relax. According to co-captain Scott Foley, they did not accept it The crew team's trip was not as interest-
MacCaull, the team had fun. "We hung out "It worked out really well. We had to ing as some of the other teams, but it was still 
together in the rooms and got to know each cooperate. It was fun to see Chicago. The eventful. Erica Spaisman said the team had 
other much better," he said. kids dealt with it really well," head coach twelve cars trying to return to Ithaca. 
On Sunday, the team was on the road Deb Pallozzi said. On Saturday, when the storm was close, 
again, and finally made it back to Ithaca that Ba Seba 11 each crew member that had a car had the 
evening. Long did not think the layover was The baseball team had to spend most of choice if they wanted to stay in Georgia or 
that bad. "It was kind offun," he said. Sunday in the Atlanta airport and Sunday drive to Richmond, Virginia where they would Softball evening in the Buffalo airport as the weather stay overnight. Some of the cars left on Sat-
The softball team had an interesting jour- paralyzed airports all over the Eastern parts urday, while others stayed in Georgia. After 
ney back from Florida. They took a tour of the country. the storm, some of the cars in Virginia had to 
around the studios of"The Oprah Winfrey Accordingtoco-captainPaulPedone,there stay because the roads were closed. Team 
Show,"theywereonChicagonetworknews, wasplentytoseeinsidetheairpons. "We saw members were still arnving in Ithaca on 
and their faces appeared in the Chicago Tri- Mark Rypien (Washington Redskin quarter- Monday afternoon. 
bune. back), Cornelius Bennet (Buffalo Bills line- "In Virginia, we watched basketball. went 
Thismaysoundstrangebecausetheywere men), and a soap opera star from "The Bold to the movies. went shopping, and just hung 
supposedly flying back at the time they were and the Beautiful," Pedone said. "It was not around." Spaisman said. 
in Chicago. But their scheduled one and a bad. We got to know each other a lot bcller." Joshua Milne contributed tu this artir/c. 
Ampula paces women swimmers at Championships 
By Joshua Milne 
The women's swimming team set four 
team records and junior Maria Ampula earned 
six All-American honors but the Bomber's 
could do no better than sixth in the Division 
Ill Swimming Championships. 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
Coach Paula Miller said the team's goal 
was to get m the top five of the meet. Before· 
the meet, Miller received a sheet of stausucs 
that told the entry limes of all the swimmers 
that were racing. "In scoring, without diving 
of course, we were fifth. The problem is you 
can't figure diving in because you don't 
See "Swimming," next page 
Photo courtesy of IC women's swim team 
~ophomore Audra Craft drives toward the finish line. 
-
/. 
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Reversal of fortune for Bomber grapplers 
By Glenn Roth 
In a tournament, a team should 
want to get off to a fast start. But the 
Ithaca wrestling team did the oppo-
site as all six competitors at the 
NCAA Division m National Cham-
pionships lost their bouts on the 
first day of competition. 
"I think we were looking past 
the first couple of rounds and look-
ing too much ahead to the semifi-
nals. As a result the team took a 
lump," Kent Maslin said. Team-
mate Matt Sorochinsky agreed. "I 
think a lot of us did, but not pur-
posely. It just happened." 
The team did rally bade, as Kent 
Maslin, Matt Sorochinsky, Mike 
Murtha and Steve Farr all won All-
American honors; Maslin placed 
fifth, Sorochinsky, Murtha, and Farr 
all placed third. This helped the 
squad earn a fo_urth place finish out 
of 69 schools. "We were done los-
ing, we said to ourselves, let's go 
win and do the best we can do," 
Maslin said. 
"It wasn't our goal, but it was 
certainly nice to finish in the top 
four," headcoachJohn Murray said. 
According to Murray, the round of 
16 was tragic for the team. 
"Matteotti lost, Maslin got pinned 
by an unseeded opponent, Murtha 
got pinned, and Sorochinsky lost to 
a guy who he wound up placing 
ahead of," Murray said. The only 
winners in that round were Karl 
Zenie who upset the number two 
seed Chris Perry from Trenton State, 
and Steve Farr, whodefeatedMarty 
Alger from Ausburg, 10-3. 
Murray thought it was just a 
poor perfonnance or possibly the 
wrestlers were not completely fo-
cosed. Another thing that bothered 
Murray was the seeding of the wres-
tlers. "There was poor seeding in 
the tomnament. Having Farr be-
hind Bovenzi was just a puzzle-
ment," Murray said. 
Sorochinsky won All-American 
honors for the first time. "After the 
round of 16, I had.a great to~a-
ment It was the best tournament I 
had this year. I was disappointed I 
didn't make it to the finals, but I 
was very happy with third place," 
he said. 
Maslin felt he could have won 
his weight class. "Looking back, I 
should have won my weight class. I 
made a couple mistakes and paid 
for it. I rate it as a disappointment 
It was not what I wanted," Maslin 
said. 
Murtha and Zenie were also 
named to the Scholar All-Ameri-
can wrestling team for their aca-
demics. 
"We won, in my opinion, the 
toughest wrestling conference and 
had four All-Americans, but we 
didn't accomplish our goal, said 
Murray. 
Softball team finds southern co Inf ort during Florida jaunt 
By Dave Udoff 
Last week the Ithaca College 
softball team completed a success-
ful trip to Florida, winning 7 of its 
IO games there. 
Last Friday against Cortland, the 
Bombers, down by three runs, ral-
lied to defeat the Red Dragons by 
the score of9-7. They were led by a 
4-for-5 performance from senior 
first baseman Missy Foley. By de-
feating Cortland, the Bombers re-
deemed themselves from their ear-
lier game that day, in which Alvemia 
pulled off a come-from-behind win 
Swimming---
continued from previous page 
know how many places their will 
be. With our swimming ability we 
were supposed to be fifth," Miller 
said. 
Although the Bombers were not 
able to jump into the top five Miller 
remained impressed. "Our times 
were excellent, we did fine, we had 
a real nice showing. I am very 
pleased with what they did. Their 
heads were in the right spot, they 
were all motivated, and they did a 
really nice job," Miller said. 
Junior Maria Ampula tied for 
third in the 100 yard freestyle and 
placed fifth in the 50 yard freestyle 
for her best time ever. "She had an 
exceptional meet Every time she 
swam at night she got stronger. In 
the past, as the meet progressed she 
would get tired," Miller said. 
Ampulaalsoteamedupwithjun-
ior Dawn Schmalzreidt, sophomore 
JulieSmith,andseniorKathyHenze 
to place second in the 400 and 800 
freestyle relay. Ampula, Smith, 
Henze and Shannon O'Brien placed 
fifth in the 200 yard freestyle relay. 
Ampulaalso teamed up with Smith, 
Schmalzriedt and Audra Craft to 
place fifth in the 200 medley relay. 
In the 200,400 and 800 freestyle 
relay races the Bomber's broke 
school records. 'Those were really 
old records, we were hoping to see 
them go. That was one of our goals, 
to break one of our records. It was 
surprising not that they broke them, 
but how much they broke them by," 
Miller said. 
Another swimmer that had a 
great individual meet was Senior 
Captain Henze who placed 13th in 
the 200 yard freestyle and 15th in 
the 100 yard freestyle. "This was 
hi-..c first year she ever qualified for 
the nationals on an individual ba-
sis," Miller said. 
Coach Miller is already thinking 
about the future. "We want to get 
the stroke people back on track and 
continue to get the freestyles to 
swim as fast as they have," Miller 
said. 'We always want to improve 
in order to make the top five and we 
want to continue getting the fresh-
man in so we can continue to have 
a s1rong program that is staying in 
the top ten." 
against them. 
Coach Deb Pallozzi gave credit 
to those players who stayed on the 
bench for the Cortland victory. "The 
nine players on the field pulled the 
game out, but the people that were 
left on the bench were the reason 
why we pulled it out," she said. 
"They really started getting behind 
the kid<; by theirchceringandchant-
ing, getting the team up and keep-
ing them up. That was a real mo-
mentum turner." 
Other key performances last 
week came from senior outfielder 
Kim Lamoureaux, who went4-for-
4 with a home run and five runs 
batted in Ithaca's 10-1 blowout of 
St. Mary's on Wednesday. Senior 
Heather Ware stands out as one of 
the biggest factors in Florida. She 
pitched in all 10 games, picking up 
the win in 6 of them. She tossed a 
four-hitter in the St. Mary's game, 
and later that day pitched a three-
hitter in the Bombers' 11-1 victory 
over Point Park. 
Ithaca is coming off of its sec-
ond consecutive 20-win season. 
Last season they became the first 
Bombers' softball club to make 
back-to-back NCAA Division III 
playoff appearances since 1986-87. 
"If Heather stays consistent and 
our team continues to score runs, 
we're going to be fine," Pallozzi 
said. "Heather's going to be able to 
get key strikeouts by using her 
offspeed stuff and keeping batters 
off-stride." 
Pallozzi has been pleased with 
the team's development this spring. 
Despite the loss of four key starters 
from last season, senior captains 
Foley and Lamoureaux have done a 
great job in keeping the squad's 
twelve new players focused on 
Pallozzi's program. "They are re-
ally guiding the kids along and keep-
ing [the program] alive," Pallozzi 
said. 
The captains' efforts have made 
this year's transition much easier 
for the Bombers. Pallozzi has been 
especially impressed by the cre-
ation of the team's new chemistry. 
"The chemistry is fine," she said. 
"This is probably the most closely 
united team we've had in four 
years." 
I' R I :\ C I PL ES of SOL' :'-.: D RE TI RE,\\ E :'\ T I:\\' EST I :'-: G 
UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE 
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING 
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS. 
E, ,·1 _\ _\ ,·.11." lot of" peopll' makl' a huge mr,-[.il,,· on the,r taXl'S. They 
don't t.,ke ,l<lvantage of tax dd~·rral and 
\\111d up ~encl,ng l.'nt·le Sam money they 
, oul,! l>t· ,-.i, ,ng l~ir, etrrement 
Fortunately. that's a mistake you can 
eas,h- .1n11d with Tlr\:\-CREF SRAs 
SR.\,- not onh- ea~e ,·our ( urrent tax-
b1t<·. they offl'r a remarkably easy ,,ay 
to build n·tin~men[ 111come-especi,11ly 
l~lr t hl' "e 'I. t ras" that your regular pension 
and Social Security benefits may not 
cover. Because your contributions are 
madt• m before-tax dollars. you pay less 
taxes now. And since all earnings on 
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the 
monl'_v you don't sl'ml to \Vashington 
works l'Ven harde,· for you. Down the 
, oad, that c,111 m.1kt· a dramatic difference 
in your· quality of life. 
What el~e makes SR.As so special? 
A range of allocation cho1ces-from the 
guaranteed security of TIAA to the 
diversified investment accounts of 
CREF's variable annuity-all backed 
by the nation's number one retirement 
system. 
Why write off the chance for a more 
rewarding retirement? Call today and 
learn more about how TIAA-CREF 
SR As can help you enjoy many 
happy returns. 
Bn,efit '"""frrnn ta.r tlefn-rru.. Cllll our SRA botliru l 800-842-2733, =t. BOU,. 
75 years of ensuring the future 
for those who shape it:" 
CRF.F ur1,(.,.1,, •rt J,,,,.J.u,1 /,y T/,H-CREF /,,,l,,.Jw,/.,.J/11111111J-t s,,..,.,,, F,r -,,,-,lrt, u,fa,_,,., •. i,,r/.,Ju,g ,._,y,, • ..J,.,,,,.,,,, ,.fl J l(l().84}.JiJJ, ,,,, ID 
(,r • ,,--,,«I.,_ R,.J ,1,,, ,,_,/ffl., ,-f,JJy J.,f.,, JIH' .,....,, ,.,. u.J-,y. 
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Hoopsters finish fast 
By Bill Gelman 
The Bombers made a successful trip 
through the promised land to close out the 
1992-93 season. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
The journey started with three wins in the 
New York State Athletic Association Cham-
pionship. The trip continued with two victo-
ries at the Eastern College Athletic Confer-
ence championship. Ithaca turned it up a 
notch in the post.season with five victories. 
"Going 5-0 against formidable ranked 
competition put a sweet end to a great sea-
son," head coach Christine Pritchard said. 
The Bombers started the ECAC tourna-
ment on March 5 against Potsdam with a 71-
68 win. Senior center Maura Keenan led the 
attack with 16 points and 12 rebollllds. 
Then on March 6, they beat Binghamton 
52-51. Ithaca was down by one with 24 
seconds left, but they scored the go ahead 
point and held the home team for the final 18 
seconds. That gave the visitors the ECAC 
title. Keenan was the tournament most valu-
able player. 
An NCAA bid would be the only thing 
that could be sweeter. "Its too bad for us that 
we didn't get the bid, but I think it served as 
an impetus for what we did accomplish," 
Pritchard said. 
After it was all said and done, the Bomb-
ers had a successful journey through the 
1992-93 season. They reached their pre-sea-
son goal of winning 20 games. However, 
they didn't capture the Empire Athletic As-
sociation Championship, which was the other 
goal. "That will be the underclassmen' s goal 
for next year," Pritchard said. 
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Half and half 
Eight games in, Ithaca nine stands at .500 
By Brian Kohn 
Last season the Ithaca College baseball 
team began its campaign with a loss, when 
the Bombers fell victim to Rollins College 
on the first day of their spring trip by the 
score of 10-2. 
BASEBALL 
This season the Bombers opened their 
campaign in Florida against the same team, 
once again struggling against the Division 
II foe, losing 12-4. The squad can hope that 
opening day will not be the only similarity 
between the two seasons. Last season, the 
Bombers advanced to the semi-finals of 
the NCAA World Series, before losing to 
the eventual champions; William Pater-
son. 
Although the squad's record is only 4-4, 
head coach George Valesente, as well as 
many of his players, felt that many posi-
tives could be pulled from the spring ex-
cursion. 
"I think there were some positives and 
some negatives. We could have perfonned 
a little better, but all in all it was a great trip. 
We got eight games in,"' Valesente said. 
"We played really well," first baseman 
Joe Wilson said. "I am glad that we lost 
early so we know what we have to do in the 
future. Losing three in a row is a real wake 
up call. But the season is still early, so this 
can only help us in the future." ' 
Perhaps the biggest game of the trip for 
the Bombers took place on the first day. 
After losing to'Rollins. the Bombers came 
from behind to score three runs in the 
bottom of the ninth inning to edge Temple 
University, 8-7. This contest started the 
team's four-game win streak. 
The main problem that Valesente saw 
during the Florida trip may have actually 
been his fault, be said. During indoor prac-
tices, mechanics, instead of just throwing 
to get into midseason fonn, were stressed 
to the pitchers. Looking back, Valesente 
thinks that this may have been a mistake. 
"The coaching techniques used indoors 
were wrong, and this was my fault I was 
worrying too much about mechanics, and 
we negated the issue of getting the ball 
where we wanted it," Valesente said. 
The pitching staff gave up more than IO 
runs in half of the games the team com-
peted in, and their team earned run average 
isa whopping 8.74. The lowestERA for a 
starter is 4.50 from Ed Mahoney, who only 
started one game. Mahoney agreed that 
maybe the pitching staff spent too much 
time working on their mechanics. "We 
have been working extremely hard on me-
chanics, so pitchers are thinking too much 
instead of just throwing naturally," he said. 
On the offensive side, senior captain 
Paul Pedone had a sparkling Florida trip. 
Pedone is batting .448 and has knocked in 
12 runs in the team's first eight games. 
While his production isexpected,Joe Wil-
son took a big step to try in fill Rob 
Coleman's shoes at the plate. Wilson is 
doing a fine job offensively, but V alesente 
does expect to use Dave Mahoney for 
defensive purposes at first base. Wilson is 
also batting over .400, and has belted two 
rolllld-trippers. "I was happy with my play, 
but I just want to work myself into the 
lineup," Wilson said. 
The squad also has some injury prob-
lems that they will have to contend with 
during upcoming games. Junior Mike 
Santora is nursing a stiff arm, jllllior re-
liever Jeff Rosengard is fighting a bad 
knee and sophomore transfer Alba 
Robinson has a sprained ankle. 
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ACC LONG DISTANCE $5 .00 FREE LONG-DISTANCE CALLING 
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' " for Ithaca College students who sign up early 
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for telephone service with ACC Long Distance Corp. 
ACC Lon2 Distance PAC 
• Personal authorization codes. 
• Identify and sep~te toll calls. 
• Separate itemized billing sent 
to campus or home _address. 
• Can be used from any residence 
hall room phone. 
• 10% less than AT&T direct dial rates. 
Off Campus Service 
$22 per month 
• Access to campus extension service, 
enhanced features, ~d ACC's network. 
• Individual long-distance bills. 
• One-time installation charge - only $36. 
Enhanced Campus Service 
$18 per month 
• Extension dialing. 
• Unlimited local calling. 
• Incoming calls. 
• Access to ACC Long Distance. 
• Features (call waiting, call forwarding, etc.) 
• One-time installation charge - only $30. 
Voice Mail Service - $3.95 per month 
• Personal confidential messaging service, 
while out of your room or on the phone. 
Campus Extension Service - FREE 
• Just plug in your own touch-tone phone for. 
on-campus calling only. 
* You must sign up early at room lottery or during the summer to receive a $5 credit on ~·our long-distance account. 
SIGN UP EARLY AT ROOM LOTTERY OR B\r MAIL DURING THE Sl.\t:\'IER 
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Opening loss dampens spirit of lacrosse team 
By Glenn Roth 
Last years men's lacrosse team 
was one win shy of going to the 
NCAA Division III finals. This 
year's team had high expectations 
but after spring break, the team has 
come to a lull. 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
"We're not playing that well. 
The team needs a lot of work to get 
back to the level oflastyear. We're 
not playing very opportunistic," 
Head coach Jeff Long said. 
The team suffered a 12-9 defeat 
to Lynchburg on March 11. Ac-
cording to Long it was a disap-
pointing loss because Lynchburg 
stands out as one of the weaker 
teams on the sc hcdu le. "We 
outplayed them in all aspects; 
groundballs, shots and faceoffs," 
Long said. Ithaca outshot their op-
ponents 51-36 and won 75% of the 
faccoffs. "We had control of the 
ball but we didn't make use of it," 
Long said. 
The Bombers fell behind quickly 
4-1 and never caught up. "We need 
to execute faster. We're playing in 
preseason speed, we need to get 
into regular season speed," Long 
said. 
The high goal scorers for the 
team were senior Charles 
Schoulberg and sophomore Hodari 
Martin, who both had two goals a 
piece. Junior Brian Ferry led the 
team with three assists and sopho-
more Danny Sheehan was second 
with two assists. 
Long's squad was supposed to 
play Randolph Macon, but the game 
was cancelled because of the 
weather. "Wewokeuptofourinches 
of snow in Virginia," Long said. "It 
would have been nice to come back 
with one win." 
The team is led by four senior 
captains, defensively Scott Coleman 
and Scott MacCaull and offensively 
Joey Mahoney and Charlie 
Schoulbcrg. Coach Long is hoping 
these four veteran players will pro-
Season ends in Big Apple 
Early lead not enough to stop powerhouse NYU 
By Mike Mercure 
The Ithaca College men's bas-
ketball team had a sour ending to a 
sweet season, losing to New York 
University on March 6. 
MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
The Bombers dropped the sec-
ond round game of the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association East 
Region playoffs to the Violets 75-
61 in the Coles Sports Centeron the 
campus ofNYU. 
Ithaca was up 27-24 with four 
minutes remaining in the first half, 
but after a 14-3 run by the Violets, 
the Bombers trailed 37-30 at the 
half. Through most of the second 
half the Bombers trailed by eight 
points, but Ithaca cut the lead to 
three with iust over four minutes 
s 
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remaining in the game. In the re-
maining minutes, junior Steve 
Dunham and senior Pete Kowal 
fouled out and the Violets hit all ten 
of their foul shots on their way to a 
victory. 
Senior Rob Sullivan lead the way 
for the Bombers with 22 points and 
seven rebounds while Dunham 
pitched in IO points and nine boards. 
On March fourth, Ithaca won 
theu: first NCAA playoff game since 
1982, when they defeated Fredonia 
71-56 in the Ben Light Gym. 
The Bombers finished the sea-
son 20-7, their best finish since the 
1981-82 season. They won the 
Empire Athletic Association title 
and gained a bid to the NCAA play-
offs for the first time since the 1986-
87 season. "We had a great year, 
winning the league and getting the 
NCAA bid was great. Everyone 
enjoyed the season, the coaches, 
the players, the fans; it was a lot of 
fun," Co-captain Steve Dunham 
said. 
Dunham finished the season as 
the teams leading scorer and 
rebounder with 17 .2 points a game 
and6.8 boards. Kowal was the lead-
ing assist man dishing out 3.6 a 
game, while freshman VincePerrine 
lead the team from behind the arc 
hitting 50 threes, while shooting 
49%. 
The Bombers will have all but 
three players returning for next sea-
son. Kowal, Sullivan and Scott 
Miller will all graduate this spring. 
"This season was a foundation that 
we can build on for next year. We 
are going to lose three good guys 
but we are looking forward to next 
season and are goals are going to be 
even higher," Dunham said. 
In Ithaca 
Staff for the 
Summer 
Ithacan is 
forming. 
Needed: 
• Editors 
• Writers 
If you are interested 
in any aspect of the 
Summer Ithacan, 
contact Brian Kohn 
at Room 269 Park 
Hall or call 
• Photographers 
• Layout/Design 
• Advertising 
Representatives 
27 4-3207. 
vide leadership for the team. 
According to Long, the team has 
depth at the midfield position. An-
other strength is the squad's experi-
ence at offense and defense, which 
Long hopes will play a positive 
role. 
But the team does have its weak-
nesses. "The biggest weakness is 
the team's consistency and taking 
advantages of opportunities. We 
need more practice and time," Long 
said. 
The goal tending situation is very 
competitive. Senior Dale Neely and 
sophomore Mike Burns are split-
ting time at the position, but even-
tually one of them will win the 
starting job. According to Long, the 
goaltending did a decent job in the 
one game over break. 
The team has welcomed three 
transfer players. Garrett 
DeFrancisco from RIT, Billy Reed 
from Rutgers, and Rob Haggerty 
fromajuniorcollegehavealljoined 
the team. Freshmen John Keogh 
and Jon Newall have shown that 
they belong on the team, Long said. 
Long claims Ithaca is probably 
in the best conference in Division 
III. "Our goal is to win the confer-
ence," Long said. "We need to take 
it one game at a time, our next goal 
is to beat Cortland. We don't need 
to set big goals," he said. 
SIDELINES 
Commentary by Scott D. Matthews 
Men's basketball 
ba·ck in the spotlight 
Thehighlightofthe 1991-92 
season for the Ithaca College 
men's basketball team came on 
Feb. 27. That is the day it ended. 
The Bombers wound up un-
der .500 for the first time in head 
coach Tom Baker's tenure, a 
season in which they were fa-
vored to win the Empire Ath-
letic Association title. Ithaca lost 
four games in overtime, includ-
ing one in quadruple overtime 
and another in three extra ses-
sions. 
There was also an incident in 
which ·three players were disci-
plined for breaking team rules. 
One player was kicked off the 
team, and another was stripped 
of his captaincy. All in all, Baker 
was probably tlnilled the roof of 
the Ben Light Gym didn't col-
lapse on .him during a game, 
although at some points during 
the season he probably would 
have welcomed it. 
One year later, it is a new 
ballgamef or the Bombers. Ithaca 
won the league title for the first 
time since 1986-87. Its 19-6 
record was its best since the 
1982-83 season, and good 
enough. to earn the team an 
, NCAA 10umament bid. 
Why the sudden turnaround?-
It is hard to point out one deter-
mining factor. In 'fact. thtte are 
several reasons for dle upturn 
this season. One involves the 
solid play of the returning play-
e~, incmding jtmior forwards 
Steve Dunham,. senmr forward 
Rob Sullivan. senior guard Pete 
Kowal, and sophomore center 
LaBron Toles. 
Kowal has been a steadying 
force at point guard and has dis-
played pinpoint accuracy from 
three-point range, shooting 46.3 
percent. The others have pro-
vided the consistentinside scor-
ing that was often missing last 
season. 
Another reason for the im-
provement is the unexpected 
impact of freshmen Vince 
Perrine and Mark Metcalf. 
Perrine is the prototype down-
town sniper, the type that must 
be guiµ-ded as soon as he crosses 
midcourt. Metcalf can also 
stroke the long ball, and his all-
around skills are beyond ques-
tion. He is one of the most fun-
damentally sound players to hit 
the South Hill in quite a while. 
The Bomber offense has 
worked because of the excel-
lent balance between outside 
and inside shooting. If the 
opponent's defense collapses 
inside, Kowal, Perrine, and 
Metcalf can hit from outside. If 
opponents go out after that trio, 
Dunham, Toles and Sullivan 
pound away on the interior. 
Finally, perhaps the biggest 
reason for the turnaround is 
Baker. His game coaching this 
season has been near perfec-
tion. He has utilized not only 
his star players, but also role 
players such as backup center 
JeffLifgrenandswingman Kyle 
McGill. That made for a deep 
and unpredictable team. It was 
difficult to guess each time 
. down the floor which Bomber 
would be talcing the shot. 
Baker must also be given 
credit for a change in defense he 
made before the season began. 
With NCAA re.strictions cut-
ting- preseason practice short, 
Balcer switched Iris team to more 
aggressive styles. including 
more trapping and matchup 
zone elements. His reasoning 
was that with the decreased 
practice time, opponents would 
be less prepared for an aggres-
sive style of defense. 
The result is one of the top 
defenses in the nation. The 
Bombers are 11th in the nation 
jn scoring average against (61.3 
pointspergame)aswellas 17th 
in field goal defense (41 per-
cent). 
No matter how the season 
ends, Baker and his team can 
loo-le back on this year as one of 
the best in school hoop history. 
The aftertaste of 1991-92 is 
gone,and when the season ends 
this time, it will be a disappoint-
ment rather then a welcome re-
lief. 
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IthacanSports BY THE NUMBERS 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD 
Women's B11ketban c20-s, 10-4 EAAl 
March 5 
Ithaca 71, Potsdam 68 
March 6 
Ithaca 52, Binghamton 51 
Men's B11ketban (20-7, 12-2 EAAl 
March 4 
Ithaca 71, Fredonia 56 
March 6 
New York Uniwrsity 75, Ithaca 61 
Gymn11tlcs c4:31 
March 5-6 
6th at NCGA Championships 
Wrestnng <2-9) 
March 5-6 
4th at NCAA Division Ill Championships 
Women'• Swimming & DIYIDA cs-21 
March 11-13 
6th at the NCAA Division Ill 
Championships 
Mm'• Indoor Track & Elefd ,2-01 
March5-6 
3rd at NYSCT&FA Championships 
Women'• Indoor Track & Eltlsl <2:0> 
March 12-13 
at NCAA Division Ill Championships 
Men'• Lacros,e UH> 
March 11 
Lync:hburg 12, Ithaca 9 
· Ba,eban (4:41 
March 6 
Rollins 12, Ithaca 4 
Ithaca 8, Temple 7 
March 7 
Ithaca 6, Aquinas 4 
March 9 
Ithaca 12, Florida Tech 5 
Ithaca 18, Philadelphia Textile 12 
March 10 
St. Leo 12, Ithaca 6 
March 11 
William Patterson 9, Ithaca 3 
March 12 
Ohio Wesleyan 19, Ithaca 8 
SoQban ,1.31 
March 7 
Mount Union 3, Ithaca O 
Ithaca 8, Findlay 5 
March 8 
Ithaca 8, Saint Norbert 3 
Ithaca 3, Widener 2 
March 10 
Ithaca 10, Saint Mary's 1 
Ithaca 11, Point Park 1 
March 11 
Ithaca 9, Anderson 2 
Marietta 4, Ithaca 1 
March 12 
Alvemia 8, Ithaca 6 
Ithaca 9, Cortland 7 
Otl the Air 
Men's lacrosse: March 24 at 4!00 p.m. on WICB 
Talk Shows: Sports Joumat, Sunday, Feb.· 21, 6:30 p.m., VIC 
Sports Talk, Sunday: Feb. 21, 1 p.m., WICB 
WICB fs located at 91.'7 on the FM dial. VIC can be heard.Do radios 
equipped with FM cable al 105.9 and on television channel 54. 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
USILA Preseason Division Ill Rankings 
~ Ium 
1 Nazareth 
2 Hobart 
3 Roanoke 
4 Ithaca 
5 Salisbury State 
6 Gettysburg 
7 Washington 
8 Ohio Wesleyan 
9 Alfred 
10 Cortland 
11 Clarkson 
12 Hartwick 
13 Middlebury 
(tie) Franklin & Marshall 
15 Washington & Lee 
16 RIT 
17 St Lawrence 
18 Bowdoin 
19 Whittier 
20 Denison 
WRESTLING 
NCAA Division Ill Wrestling 
Championship• at the Coast Guard 
Team Standing, 
Number Team Points 
1 Augsburg 93.00 
2 Wartburg 92.00 
3 Montclair 55.50 
4 Ithaca 54.00 
5 Trenton 39.00 
6 Wisconsin-Lacrosse 38.50 
7 Wisconsin-Stevens 35.50 
8 Moravian 34.50 
(tie) St. Lawrence 34.50 
10 Brockport 34.00 
BASEBALL 
All-time Baseball Coaching Records 
Name Won Lost Pct. 
George Valesente 402 154 .721 
"Bucky" Freeman 281 82 .772 
"Carp· Wood 233 75 .755 
Joe Tatascore 7 4 .636 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
Friday, March 19 
No teams are in action. 
Saturday, March 20 
Women's Tennis at Rochester Doubles 
Tournament 
TBA 
Monday, March 22 
No teams are in acbon 
Tuesday, March 23 
Softball at Elmira (Doubleheader) 
3:00 pm 
Wednesday, March 24 
Sunday, March 21 Men's Lacrosse at Cortland 
Women's Lacrosse at Springfield 4:00 pm. 
11 :00 a.m. 
BASKETBALL: FINAL STATISTICS 
Men's Leaders 
Na:me 
Steve Dunham 
Pete Kowal 
LaBron Toles 
Rob Sullivan 
Vince Perrine 
Mark Metcalf 
Kyle McGill 
Jeff Lifgren 
Greg Otis 
Sean Jones 
Scott Miller 
Points 
413 
267 
223 
210 
209 
208 
142 
129 
10 
13 
15 
Women's Leaders 
Name Points 
Karen Fischer 333 
Maura Keenan 258 
Amy Griffith 243 
Malisa Sears 207 
K. Perniciaro 169 
Tiffany Shaffer 160 
Jo Levia 151 
Nan Boucher 112 
Jill Finkbiner 90 
Bridget Wyant 11 
K.A. McLaughlin 56 
Sandy Kolb 49 
Melissa Maday 25 
Namoi Winaker 19 
Rebounds 
163 
58 
179 
109 
26 
72 
91 
101 
8 
2 
11 
Rebounds 
171 
284 
135 
170 
87 
97 
43 
90 
85 
5 
30 
53 
24 
12 
Assists 
52 
96 
15 
42 
13 
55 
69 
18 
1 
5 
11 
Assists 
62 
47 
56 
37 
29 
65 
53 
34 
8 
4 
6 
15 
10 
10 
A Full Service Beauty and Tanning Salon 
The 
Ultimate 
In Tanning! New Bulbs! 
"The Hottest Beds In Townt" 
Featuring Top of the Line WOLFF 
Single and Triple Facial Tanning Beds. 
533 W. State St., corner of W. State and Meadow St. 272-7402 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
First Visit Free! 
REGULAR PRICES: Single Triple 
7 for$30.00 7 for $37.00 
With this Coupon Receive $5.00 Off 
Any Tanning Package! 
Expires 6-93 
NE\\. ll\I,\GES 53~) \\'. State St.. Ithal'.1 272-7-102 
''Relationship and Sales" 
A presenatation geared toward college graduates 
more aware of a career in sales. Presented by: 
-WALLACE 
··;; , ., .. .,l/!!'f!!E.:._.-p,:.: COMPUTER SERVICES, INC. 
A vivacious, growing company that is hiring. 
• Monday, March 22 from 7 - 9 P.M. 
• Textor 101 
• Open to all Seniors 
• Resumes will be accepted at the presentation. 
Interviews will be granted for the following day if 
time permits. 
Co-Sponsored by: 
~& 
The Office of Career 
Planning and Placement 
-
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THE BACK PAGE 
When many students attempted to 
return to Ithaca from Spring Break, 
they had quite a suprise coming. 
The "Blizzard of '93" closed airports 
and highways up and down the 
eastern seaboard. However, those 
who were able to return early had a 
little extra time to frolic in the snow. 
By The Ithacan's staff photographers 
The Ithacan/ Christopher Burke The Ithacan/ Ali Mrocowski 
Brian Reed, '95 shreds a snowdrift on his board behind Bogart Hall. A lone branch stands tall during the blizzard. 
··)·:~<·ti;i~<: .. ~ . -
" ~ , ,4 • 
'· .. ,.,',' 
IC's Centennial bridge proved not to be Impervious to the pounding blizzard. 
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